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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The objective of this study is to provide the background information and analysis which will allow the
Commission to establish an amended Working Plan under the Ecodesign Directive 2009/125/EC. This
amended Ecodesign Working Plan will set out, for the years 2012-2014, a list of energy-related
product groups which are considered priorities for the adoption of implementing measures under
the Ecodesign Directive. The study contributes to this aim by identifying energy related product
groups, ranked by environmental improvement potential. The final ranking is realised by completing
four tasks.
Task 1
In Task 1 the background and context of the study are described and the methodology for
performing the study explained. The definition of energy-related products is provided and its
implications are discussed. Another important element of this Task is the enabling of stakeholder
participation. For this purpose a study website (www.ecodesign-wp2.eu) is launched through which
stakeholders can indicate their interest in participation and through which they can download
relevant documents.
Task 2
In Task 2 a list of energy-related product groups is created. First, the overall list of economic activities
in the European Community, the Prodcom 2009 list, is reduced from 3902 product categories to 1028
categories by excluding the non energy-related products. The remaining list of product categories is
further reduced to 838 categories by removing those categories of products that are already (or
shortly will be) dealt with by Ecodesign policies. The list of Prodcom categories however is not suited
as a format for identifying product groups. Therefore, in a separate approach an assessment is made
of energy flows in the EU, from energy carrier, through conversion process, to final product. This
assessment shows that a limited number of archetypical product functions are responsible for the
majority of energy consumption. It shows that a product function approach is well suited to structure
a grouping of energy-related products, both actively energy using products as well as that only
indirectly affect energy consumption. A third learning element is provided by the assessment of
product group descriptions as applied in the first Working Plan study. This analysis shows that
although a complete sectorial approach is suboptimal there still are good grounds to discern at least
‘primary/secondary’ and ‘tertiary/domestic’ applications for equipment. Using these lessons a
suggestion for a final list of product groups is created. In this list the product groups already dealt
with by Ecodesign policy process are omitted.
[Executive Summary for Task 3 and 4 are found in their respective task reports]
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TASK 1 - STUDY DEFINITION

1.1
1.1.1

Background
Introduction

It is generally acknowledged that energy-using products account directly or indirectly for a large
proportion of the consumption of natural resources and energy in the Union and that they contribute
to significant environmental impacts on air, water and soil. The best moment to address these
impacts is during the design phase of products, since the pollution caused during the products' life
cycle is often determined at that stage. Considering at the design stage a product's environmental
impact over its life cycle has a high potential to facilitate improved environmental performance in a
cost-effective way. Therefore the Council and the European Parliament adopted in 2005 the Directive
2005/32/EC establishing a framework for the setting of ecodesign requirements for energy-using
products. Article 16 of that Directive called for the establishment of a Working Plan, which sets out
an indicative list of product groups which are considered priorities for the adoption of implementing
measures under the Ecodesign Directive.
For this purpose a study was conducted to provide the background information and analysis for the
establishment of the Commission's Working Plan. The final report of this study, published on 6
December 2007, presented a list of 57 energy-using product groups, based on Prodcom categories
that were considered to represent the highest environmental impact and provided the largest
potential for improvement.
On 21 October 2008 the Commission adopted the Working Plan (COM 2008(660)) setting out, for the
next three years (2009-2011), an indicative list of energy-using products which will be considered in
priority for the adoption of implementing measures1. Nine of the ten categories listed were present
in the shortlist of 57 product groups, the tenth group (water-using products) was added on initiative
of the Commission and the Consultation Forum. Before the adoption of the Working Plan, a period
referred to as "transitional period", preparatory studies were started on the basis of earlier/related
studies 2 (a.o. ECCP and Energy Label studies). Nineteen preparatory studies were issued during this
Transitional Period. The other preparatory studies (from October 2008 onwards) are mostly based on
the first Working Plan.
In 2009 the Commission put forward a proposal to enlarge the scope of the Ecodesign Directive to
include energy-related products. In 2009 the Council and the European Parliament adopted this
recast of the Ecodesign Directive (Directive 2009/125/EC establishing a framework for the setting of
ecodesign requirements for energy-related products). A similar exercise was conducted for the recast
of the Energy Labelling Directive. Like the former the new Ecodesign Directive 2009/125/EC asked for
the establishment of a Working Plan (through article 16 of that Directive) that should take into
account the enlarged scope. For this purpose the Commission launched a study of which the
underlying report is the deliverable.

1
2

This is regulated in Article 16(1) of Ecodesign Directive 2009/125/EC
During the transitional period nineteen (19) preparatory studies were started
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Aim & Context

Aim
The aim of the study is to provide the Commission and the Consultation Forum with the necessary
background information and analysis in order to allow the Commission to establish an amended
Working Plan which sets out an indicative list of (energy-related) product groups which are
considered priorities for the adoption of implementing measures.
The study will present a ranking of product groups according to the environmental improvement
potential and a full description of how this ranking was achieved.
Throughout the study stakeholder participation is crucial. The study will allow for a two-way
information exchange through the study website3 and by organising two stakeholder meetings.
Context
The study is embedded in a series of initiatives to improve the resource efficiency and reduce the
environmental impacts caused by operations that underpin the economy of the Union.
Improving the environmental performance of products (while maintaining their functional qualities)
is part of the 'Community Strategy on Integrated Product Policy'4. The broader context is embedded
in the Sustainable Consumption and Production and Sustainable Industrial Policy Action Plan 5 of July
2008, the Action Plan on Energy Efficiency6 and the ECCP7, which are or have been aimed at reducing
environmental impacts of activities, combatting climate change, increasing security of (energy)
supply and reducing import dependency, increase efficient use of resources and enhancing the costeffectiveness of the economy of the Union. The environmental goals of the Union have been
identified by Decision 1600/2002 on the Sixth Community Environmental Action Programme. The
consideration of life cycle impacts also contributes to the possible reduction of other environmental
impacts, besides those related to energy consumption.
In addition to these larger goals there are also direct legal requirements establishing the need for an
amended Working Plan:
-

the first Working Plan under Directive 2005/32/EC covered the years 2009-2011. The
Directive 2009/125/EC following Article 16 requires a Working Plan for the period 2012-2014;

-

the amended Working Plan should reflect the enlargement of the scope of the Directive from
energy-using to energy-related products;

-

the Commission has gained experience through performing preparatory studies and setting
up implementing measures: at this moment (December 2010) there are at least 32 different
studies, 11 of which have resulted in Regulations8, and 1 has resulted in a Voluntary
Agreement, the rest is on-going. These experiences need to be taken into account by the
amended Working Plan;

1.1.3

Scope of the study

The scope of the study is equal to the scope of products covered by the recast Ecodesign Directive.
According 2009/125/EC Article 2, item 1, 'Energy-related product' (ErP) means:

3

www.ecodesign-wp2.eu/feedback.htm
See website of DG Environment: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/ipp/
5
COM(2008)397 final, referring to SEC(2008)2110 and SEC(2008)2111
6
COM(2008) 397 final of 16 July 2008
7
See website of DG CLIMA: http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/eccp/index_en.htm
8
The Regulation for 'Fans' (part of Lot 11) is very close to adoption, which will increase the number of Regulations to 12 in total.
4
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Figure 1: Copy of article 2, item 1 of Directive 2009/125/EC

According Article 1, item 3, the Directive shall not apply to means of transport for persons or goods.
For the purpose of this study the definition of Energy-related products and the implicit or explicit
exclusions are explained below. Note that these are interpretations by the study authors, and
therefore do not bear legal implications (see disclaimer).
"any good" refers to goods traded within the Union market. According the "Guide to the application
of Treaty provisions governing the free movement of goods"9 the range of goods covered is as wide
as the range of goods in existence, so long as they have economic value: ‘by goods, within the
meaning of the … Treaty, there must be understood products which can be valued in money and
which are capable, as such, of forming the subject of commercial transactions’ .For the study this
means there are no explicit restrictions in size, complexity or transportability of ErP as long as they
can be subject of commercial transactions in the Union as intended above.
"that has an impact on" is interpreted as addressing products that have an effect on energy
consumption of the product itself and/or of other energy-using products during use of the energyrelated product. This study will refer to such products as indicated in the figure below:
Figure 2: Explanation of scope of former and current Ecodesign Directive

Scope Ecodesign Directive 2005/32/EC
(Repealed)

yes

yes

"direct ErP"
(former "EuP")

no

"indirect ErP"

does it consume
energy itself?

is product
energy-related?

Scope Ecodesign Directive 2009/125/EC (current)

no

9

outside
scope

Free movement of goods - Guide to the application of Treaty provisions governing the free movement of goods. ISBN 978-92-79-13478-4
(Publications Office)
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Clarification of the figure above:
"direct ErP" are energy-related products that consume energy themselves during use of the
products. These products are usually connected to the power grid, a fuel source, battery or
other form of energy supply. Main examples are electric appliances, self-propelling
machinery, etc. Some products that consume energy during use, may have a much greater
energy impact on other direct ErP. Typical examples of these products are variable speed
drives (VSD's), electronic controls, sensors, daylight controls on lighting etc. These direct ErP
were covered under the scope of the former Ecodesign Directive 2005/32/EC as "energyusing products".
"indirect ErP" are products that do not consume energy themselves during their use, but
indirectly affect the energy consumption of other ErPs. These products are in general related
to energy losses within a system (i.e. heat losses, friction losses). Increased use, or improved
energy performance of these ErPs, would lead to energy savings within the larger energy
system it forms part of. Examples are as provided in the recitals of the Directive: thermal
insulation, glazing, taps and showerheads, but also bearings, gears and filters can be
considered indirect ErP. Indirect ErP were not covered by the former Ecodesign Directive, but
together with direct ErP, the indirect ErP are now covered under the current Ecodesign
Directive 2009/125/EC ("energy-related products and remaining energy-using products").
Therefore direct and indirect ErP are all now covered under the scope of the current Ecodesign
Directive 2009/125/EC ("energy-related products and remaining energy-using products").
"Energy consumption" is interpreted according the former Ecodesign Directive 2005/32/EC as
consumption of either electrical, fossil or renewable10 energy;
"during use" is interpreted as the 'use-phase' of the energy-related product. Energy consumption in
other lifecycle phases (e.g. manufacturing, distribution or end-of-life) is not decisive for the
identification of "energy-related" products;
"(first) placing on the market" and/or "put into service" are defined in the Directive11. The practical
interpretation holds that second-hand products are exempted. Waste products (not re-use or
recycled products placed onto the market) are also exempted. The 'putting into service' concept
means that requirements may be set for products that need intervention (installation, assembly, etc.)
by the manufacturer or mandated entities, before being put into service.
"environmental performance ... assessed independently" means that given environmental aspects of
the products should allow independent assessment 12. Examples of environmental aspects are for
instance the 'power consumption (in Watt)' for certain operational modes, or the establishment of
an 'energy efficiency index (EEI)' as calculated on the basis of product test results and a calculation
methodology. The table below gives a examples13 of environmental aspects as applied in current
Ecodesign Regulations:

10

According Directive 2009/28/EC on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources Article 2(a) energy from renewable
sources’ means energy from renewable non-fossil sources, namely wind, solar, aerothermal, geothermal, hydrothermal and ocean
energy, hydropower, biomass, landfill gas, sewage treatment plant gas and biogases;
11
"According Article 2 of Directive 2009/125/EC "Placing on the market" means making a product available for the first time on the
Community market with a view to its distribution or use within the Community, whether for reward or free of charge and irrespective
of the selling technique.
12
"Environmental performance" is defined as the manufacturers management of the environmental aspects of the product.
13
The table shows examples and is not intended as a full comprehensive overview of what can (or should) be identified as 'environmental
parameters of products.
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Table 1: Examples of environmental aspects as concluded from current legislation
Regulation

Environmental aspect (examples)

Regulation 1275/2008 on standby/off-mode

"power consumption" in various modes

Regulation 107/2009 on simple set top boxes

"power consumption" in various modes

Regulation 244/2009 on general (non-directional)
lighting

"maximum rated power for a given rated luminous
flux"

14

Regulation 245/2009 on high intensity discharge and
fluorescent light bulbs

"rated minimum efficacy values" (lm/W)

Regulation 278/2009 on external power supplies

average "active efficiency" and "power consumption"

Regulation 640/2009 on electric motors

"nominal minimum efficiency"

Regulation 641/2009 on circulators

"energy efficiency index EEI" as calculated for specific
operating conditions

Regulation 642/2009 on televisions

"energy efficiency index EEI" as calculated for specific
operating conditions / providing a defined
performance

Regulation 643/2009 on domestic refrigerators and
freezers

"energy efficiency index EEI" as established by
method in Annex

Regulation 1015/2010 on domestic washing machines

"energy efficiency index EEI"

"mercury content (mg)"

"washing efficiency index"
"water consumption (l/cycle)"
as established by method in Annex
Regulation 1016/2010 on domestic dishwashers

"energy efficiency index EEI"
"cleaning efficiency index"
"drying efficiency index"
as established by method in Annex

The environmental aspects in the examples above can be independently assessed, i.e. using technical
standards and/or measures that describe which product characteristics to measure, the conditions
during measurement and the methodology (including calculations if needed) to establish the value of
the performance.
From these examples it is clear that although an environmental aspect is related to improved energy
efficiency and thus energy saving, the aspect is not necessarily a measure for 'how much energy is
saved while the appliance is in use'. Extending this rationale to ErP means that for instance for

14

Amended by Regulation 347/2009
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thermal insulation materials the R-value15 could be an environmental aspect of the material since
existing technical standards describe how the R-value should be established, independent of its final
application in a building.
From the above it becomes clear that the definition of the environmental aspect and the
(in)dependency of the assessment are linked.
Means of transport for persons or goods are excluded
The scope of the Directive "does not apply to means of transport for persons and goods" (Article 1,
item 3 of Directive 2009/125/EC). The term 'means of transport' is not further defined in the
Directive so for the purpose of this study it is further explained.
For this study 'means of transport for persons or goods' is understood as equipment which primary
function is to transport persons or goods, and is interpreted the same way as in the previous study
for the first Working Plan (2007), which corresponds to the scope excluded from the Machinery
Directive 2006/42/EC. This means that excluded from the scope of this study are:
•
•
•
•

agricultural / forestry tractors;
motor vehicles (cars, buses, motorcycles, etc. and trucks);
vehicles for competition;
means of transport by air, water and rails.

This leaves within the scope of this study other 'mobile equipment'. This equipment can be selfpropelled, be towed or be placed upon / incorporated into previously mentioned types of
equipment. Such equipment can be categorised per sector:
•
•
•

agri- and horticultural equipment (harvesters, dispersers, mowers etc.);
mining, quarrying, road works and other construction equipment (excavators, dozers, etc.)
miscellaneous "non-road" equipment (i.e. forklifts, mobile lifting platforms);

Self-propelled16 equipment can be split-up into "ride-on" and "hand guided' equipment.
Therefore, included in the scope is equipment meant to be towed (like various agricultural machines)
and all equipment mounted on/incorporated into these means of transport (hoists, cranes, winches,
etc.).
If the equipment is not self-propelled or not designed to be towed by self-propelled equipment, i.e. it
is designed to be carried by hand, it is considered to be "handheld equipment".
Note that conveyor belts, escalators, elevators, cableways and the likes are not considered means of
transport since they remain stationary. They are 'machines' rather than 'means of transport' even if
they are primarily used for moving persons or goods.
Water-using products are included
Water-using products have been included in the study insofar as the products meet the scope of the
Directive: They have to meet the definition of an energy-related product. For the study this means
that products that handle for example heated water or pressurised water are included17. Simple
products that guide for instance naturally flowing water (gullies, rainwater pipes) are exempted.

15

The R-value is a measure of thermal resistance used in the building and construction industry. Under uniform conditions it is the ratio of
the temperature difference across an insulator and the heat flux (heat transfer per unit area, QA) through it or R = ? T/ QA. It is also
expressed as the thickness of the material divided by the thermal conductivity.
16
“Self-propelled’ is a term taken from Prodcom descriptions of moving equipment, here used as a suitable way to discern ‘means of
transport’ from handheld equipment.
17
"Water using products" are included in the first Working Plan (COM(2008)660 final.
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Food/beverages/etc. are excluded
Many animal and plant-based products (foodstuffs, beverages, plant extracts, herbs and spices) were
exempted from the study as they do not fit the scope of the Directive and the definitions therein: The
Directive clearly intends to cover fabricated products, consisting of 'parts, components and
assemblies' which clearly is not directed towards products intended for consumption (Directive
Article 2, item 1 and 2). In case animal-/plant-based products do fit the scope and the definitions
(e.g. plant or animal based thermal insulation has an influence on energy consumption during use)
the category is included.
1.1.4

Energy & Environmental Analysis

The study will consider not only energy aspects of products but also the broader environmental
aspects. This broader analysis is limited to a selection of product groups and is conducted in Task 4.
The need for a broader environmental analysis recognises the fact that the Ecodesign Directive gives
the Commission the mandate to address significant environmental aspects of the energy-related
products through potential measures, and that energy-saving measures should not introduce (or
excessively increase) other environmental problems.
The environmental analysis will be based on the MEEuP Ecoreport methodology18, which takes into
account the impacts identified in the 6th Environmental Action Programme Decision No
1600/2002/EC.
This Directive distinguishes the following environmental impacts:
1) Resource use:
a) materials input (g)
b) primary energy (GER MJ) of which electricity (MJ primary)
c) process water (ltr)
d) cooling water (ltr)
2) Waste production:
a) non-hazardous (g);
b) hazardous (g);
3) Emissions to air:
a) greenhouse gases (kgCO2 eq.);
b) ozone depletion potential (mg R11 eq.);
c) acidification potential (g SO2 eq.);
d) volatile organic compounds (VOC, g);
e) persistent organic pollutants (ng i-Teq.);
f) heavy metals (mg Ni eq.);
g) polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (mg Ni eq.);
h) particulate matter (PM, g);
4) Emissions to water:
a) heavy metals (mg Hg/20 eq);
b) eutrophication (g PO4);
c) persistent organic pollutants (ng i-Teq.).

18

See: http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sustainable-business/ecodesign/methodology/index_en.htm
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The Ecoreport 19tool of the MEEuP methodology includes the above impacts, excluding air emissions
with ozone depletion potential (no significant emissions any more) and emissions of persistent
organic pollutants to water (no data).
1.1.5

Criteria for implementing measures

The Ecodesign Directive lays down criteria for implementing measures to be developed: The product
group must show a significant volume of sales and trade, significant impacts on the EU environment
and significant potential for improvement (without excessive costs for parties involved). The
assessment of these aspects is the domain of the preparatory studies. The underlying study will
however seek to retrieve such information only in order to establish a comparative ranking of
product groups. The underlying study will not provide the basis upon which the decision to set up
implementing measures should be taken.
1.1.6

First Working Plan

Article 16 of the (first) Ecodesign Directive (2005/32/EC) required the setting up of a Working Plan.
For this purpose a study was conducted to provide the Commission and the Consultation Forum with
the necessary background information. This study ran from 2006 to 2007 and the final report was
presented in December 2007. The first Working Plan study presented a list of 57 product groups from
which the priority product groups could be selected.
The Commission presented the Working Plan, including a list of priority groups, on 21 October 2008
This priority list described 10 product groups, 9 of which were described by the first Working Plan
study, the tenth group (covering water-using products) was added by the Commission after
consulting the Consultation Forum. The study will take into account the work done in the previous
study (for the first Working Plan20).
1.1.7

Product groups covered by the Ecodesign policy process

In order to avoid possible parallel studies on the same or similar product groups, and apply resources
where they are most effective, this study will not include products in its ranking that are already
covered by existing measures, voluntary agreements of for which studies are on-going (or only
recently finalised).
1.1.8

Voluntary Initiatives

The 2009 Ecodesign Directive acknowledges the potential role of Voluntary Agreements or other selfregulatory measures as alternatives to implementing measures (Article 17). The Directive lists the
specific criteria such Voluntary Agreements must fulfil.
Voluntary agreements have been developed for product groups that have been or are currently
studied. Examples include the Voluntary Agreement for imaging equipment, the Code of Conduct for
(complex) set top boxes and Lot 5 machine tools. A self-regulatory initiative without the backing of a
preparatory study has been initiated by COCIR regarding medical equipment, starting with diagnostic
imaging equipment (CT, X-ray, ultrasound, MRI).
For the underlying study this means that also these product groups have been taken into account
while identifying remaining energy-related products.

19

Stakeholders have commented that the Ecoreport tool is not a full life cycle analysis tool. This is correct, but it should be mentioned that
the MEEuP Methodology asks the authors of ecodesign preparatory studies to complement environmental data where needed and
therefore a 'full LCA' (or conclusions drawn from such studies) can be part of preparatory studies according the MEEuP methodology.
20
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/sustainable-business/documents/eco-design/working-plan/index_en.htm
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Action Plan/ Energy Labelling

In July 2008 the Commission presented its Communication Action Plan for Sustainable Consumption
and Production and Sustainable Industrial Policy21. The 'Conclusions and Roadmap' section lists the
accompanying actions:
-

proposal for extension of the Ecodesign Directive;

-

proposal for the Revision of the Ecolabel Regulation;

-

proposal for the Revision of the EMAS Regulation;

-

communication on Green Public Procurement;

-

proposal for the revision of the Energy Labelling Directive;

-

proposal for a Regulation for an Environmental Technology Verification scheme

22

The underlying study will in Task 4 take into account the scope of products applied in these other
policy measures (Energy labelling, Ecolabelling, Green Procurement, etc.).
1.1.10 Other (Union) legislation and policies
In Task 4 the list of product groups (that have undergone a preliminary and elaborate analysis) will be
scrutinised against existing and forthcoming (as far as known) legislative measures and policies. This
step will make explicit where (international) action on products has been taken and where such
actions lacks within the Union. It will also make more explicit where overlaps or synergetic effects
may occur. Such information will strengthen the proposal for the final ranking of products; taking
into account the appropriateness of applying legislation on the products.

1.2

Stakeholders

The European Commission has taken upon itself the responsibility to consult as wide a range of
stakeholders as necessary before proposing new legislation or new policy initiatives. Stakeholder
participation is considered crucial for a correct, transparent and open study process
In general terms 'stakeholders' are "any person or organisation with an interest in or affected by EU
legislation and policymaking"23.
In this study persons or organisations are considered a stakeholder if they:
-

are involved in production, distribution of or importing energy-related products (including
SME's and the crafts sector);

-

represent consumer organisations or environmental organisations (NGO's) active in the field
of energy-related products;

-

represent a Member State or a national surveillance authority involved in the regulation of
energy-related products;

-

are an organisation or individual expert involved in other studies regarding energy-related
products, in particular if tendered by Commission services;

21

COM(2008) 397 final - Communication from the Commission to the European parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social
Committee and the Committee of the Regions on the Sustainable Consumption and Production and Sustainable Industrial Policy Action
Plan.
22
The EU Environmental Technologies Verification (ETV) pre-programme – involving participants on a voluntary basis – will generate
independent and credible information on new environmental technologies, by verifying the performance claims put forward by
technology vendors. http://ec.europa.eu/environment/etv/index.htm
23
http://europa.eu/abc/eurojargon/index_en.htm
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are other stakeholders.

For the purpose of this study a website has been set up (www.ecodesign-wp2.eu) through which
stakeholders can register themselves and be informed about the progress and results of the study.
The website:
-

provides information on the study background, methodology, means of stakeholder
participation, available documents (study reports and materials for meetings)

-

downloading of draft reports (no registration needed), list of stakeholders and other related
material;

-

registration as stakeholder - the registrant will receive emails about updates of the website.
Government officials will not be indicated in this public list.

-

feedback - stakeholders are invited to submit comments on (draft) reports or other study
material through a feedback form.

During the study two stakeholder meetings are foreseen, which will allow a direct exchange of views,
providing better insight in the methodology and progress of the study.
1.3

Methodology

As discussed under section 1.1.1 the aim of the study is to rank energy-related product groups
according environmental impact.
Tasks
The study is split up into four main tasks:
1. The first task is generic and requires describing the study background, preparing for
stakeholder participation (this includes the website and organisation of two stakeholder
meetings) and reporting.
2. The second task focuses on producing a list of product groups that are identified as energyrelated products. The starting point for this list will be the Prodcom product categories.
These product groups will first be selected according their coverage by current and
completed studies/measures. The enlargement of the scope compared to the previous first
Working Plan will also be made visible. The final aim of Task 2 is to provide a list of energyrelated product groups, suggesting product group descriptions that can be used as initial
scope of future preparatory studies. A check of product descriptions as used by the Prodcom
categories against other descriptions or product definitions as used in the first study for the
Working Plan will be provided.
3. The third task involves the description of the market volume, energy consumption and
energy improvement potential of the energy-related products. The list of Prodcom categories
will be aligned with Comext (CN824) product categories, to allow calculation of sales & trade
(Task 3). Besides the assessment of market and stock, the average use patterns, average
energy consumption and an indication of costs associated with energy improvement
potential shall be described. Based on this a ranking will be applied of which 25 product
groups (indicatively) will be chosen for further assessment. Parallel to this a thorough
reconsideration of the Prodcom/CN8 product categories will be provided, since the Prodcom
categories do not necessarily constitute the best description (definition) of the product
groups for which future preparatory studies will be performed.

24

CN8 refers to "Combined Nomenclature at 8 digit level", a list of economic transactions for products across the EU borders.
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4. The fourth task involves a more elaborate environmental analysis of the product groups
identified in the previous task taking non-energy consumption aspects into consideration.
Furthermore, an analysis of current and future legislation or initiatives (both voluntary and
mandatory, intra and extra EU) will be conducted. The combined environmental and political
assessment will result in a final ranking of product groups.
The identification of product groups will initially be based on the product categories described in
Prodcom 2009. However, the study will employ in Task 2 an additional route for identification of
relevant product groups, based on a pragmatic approach of considering the largest energy flows and
identification of potentially successful improvement options. These options do not necessarily have
to be linked to product groups, but may also apply to larger systems of product groups across
categories.
The task reports, the two stakeholder meetings and the feedback received, will provide the
Commission with the relevant background information and analysis needed to set out an amended
Working Plan (in collaboration with the Consultation Forum).
Planning
The study will run for a period of 12 months. During this period the consultant will organise in
collaboration with the Commission Services two stakeholder meetings in order to present the interim
and (draft) final results and receive stakeholder feedback.
An indicative planning is given below.
Table 2: Indicative Planning
Date (indicative)

Description Task/Result

Nov 2010

Project start
Launch website www.ecodesign-wp2.eu

Feb 2011

Draft report Task 1-2
preliminary results Task 3
st

Mar 2011

1 stakeholder meeting

May 2011

Draft report Task 1-3

Jul 2011

Draft final report Task 1-4

Sep 2011

2 Stakeholder meeting

Oct 2011

Final report Task 1-4

nd

The website will remain accessible after the study has been finalised, at least until the second
Working Plan is adopted. The website is: www.ecodesign-wp2.eu.
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TASK 2 - LIST OF PRODUCT GROUPS

2.1
2.1.1

Introduction
Aim

In this task 2 a list of energy-related product groups, excluding those product groups dealt with in the
first Working Plan for 2009-2011 and the products groups studied in the transitional period (the
transitional product groups as listed in Annex II of the Working Plan 2009-2011), will be suggested.
Consideration will be given to classification into categories most suitable for the study and the work
that will follow the study.
2.1.2

Method

The creation of the list of product groups follows three steps, the experiences of which will guide the
creation of this list.
The first step is based upon the list of Prodcom 2009 product categories. The original Prodcom list is
first reduced by exempting non energy-related product categories and second by exempting product
categories that are dealt with by the Ecodesign policy processes (e.g. on-going preparatory studies,
Commission working documents, (proposals for) Ecodesign Regulations and Voluntary Agreements).
The studies following the first Working Plan and remaining product groups are also considered. This
step results in a list of product groups which are within scope for further study, categorised according
Prodcom categories (see section 2.2 and Annex 5 of this report - separately attached).
The drawback of this approach is that it is very much centred on economic sectors, whereas
ecodesign might be very effective in horizontal product approaches that apply across sectors.
Therefore a second step, based on primary product functions, is applied following a top-down energy
analysis using energy accounting. This step provides a basis for grouping of products according
primary functions (section 2.3).
The third step is an assessment of the product group descriptions as applied in the first Working Plan
study. Maintaining similar groups or describing new products groups is discussed and gives guidance
to an improved structure of the list of energy-related products (section 2.4).
The three assessments are combined in the last section 2.5. On the basis of the conclusions drawn
from these assessments a suggestion for a list of product groups is made. The list is structured in a
table, making visible the hierarchy that exists in product group definitions.
2.2

First step – reducing the Prodcom list

The Prodcom list is essentially a database of 'economic activities' structured according product
categories. The database presents per product category data on production - and for some product
groups also import and export - expressed in value (euros) or quantities (kg or units), for each
Member State, over multiple years and allows the EU to keep track of its economic activities inside
the EU and across its borders.
The economic activities may cover the placing of products on the market, but may also refer to
activities (such as service and maintenance) that fall outside the scope of the Directive and this study
(see scope section 1.1.3). This first step takes the Prodcom 2009 categorisation as the basis.
At its highest level of detail (group numbering using 8 digit) Prodcom 2009 uses 3902 product
categories, with descriptions ranging from basic ores, to complex products like nuclear reactors and
services like repair and maintenance of products.
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Of course not all of these 3902 product categories fit the scope of the Ecodesign Directive and this
section explains how the products that fall outside the scope have been identified and exempted
from further analysis. Section 1.1.3. describe the criteria on which basis activities are considered to
be in- or outside the scope of the Directive and the study:
The general approach is shown below: The list will first be reduced by selecting only the energyrelated products for further study ("STEP 1", section 2.2.1). In a second step the product categories
that are not already covered by the Ecodesign policy process are then selected for further study
("STEP 2 a/b", section 2.2.2 and 2.2.3).
Figure 3: Method for Task 2.2
STEP 2a
Studied / dealt with:
- 204
STEP 1
Energy-related:
= 1028

STEP 2b
Not complete coverage: + 14
Remaining categories for study:
= 838

Prodcom:
3902
Not energy-related:
- 2872

2.2.1

Select energy-related products in Prodcom 2009

The non energy-related products have been identified by applying “exclusion-rules”, based on the
definitions of ‘energy-related products’ according the Directive 2009/125/EC.
The rules for exempting product categories are:
1. If the product is considered a ‘means of transport for persons or goods’, it is exempted;
2. If the product does not affect energy consumption (of the product or the system it is used in)
during use of the product, it is exempted. This rule is applied with a broad interpretation of
how energy consumption can be affected: Curtains are included since they can reduce
energy consumption during the heating season, paint is included since some IR reflective
paints can reduce the cooling load of buildings in summer. Some simple non-electric
measuring devices of which no relation to energy use could be assumed were exempted;
3. If the product does not allow an independent assessment of environmental performance it is
exempted. This rule is applied in general to Prodcom categories of which no environmental
aspect could be envisaged. Especially the product categories describing “parts of …. (various
equipment)” have been excluded since there is no information on what the function of the
part is;
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The Directive also requires that in order to be considered an energy-related product, the product
must be ‘placed on the market / put into service’. In practice, almost all product categories that
appear in Prodcom can be considered to be placed on the market, since the list is meant to describe
economic activities.
After application of the ‘exclusion - rules’ the original Prodcom list of 3900 product categories was
reduced to 1028 product categories. Some additional remarks regarding this assessment:
Remarks
1) Product categories covering primary resources (raw materials, foodstuffs and other products
from livestock and crops) and most basic chemical products (except washing detergents) are not
considered energy-related products - see section 1.1.3 on definition of 'energy-related' etc.;
2) Product categories related to 'intermediate / semi-finished' products of wood, ceramic/mineral,
metal and synthetic (plastics/rubbers) may be associated with energy-related products, but are
not considered energy-related products since the final application is unknown. For example:
Building envelope components (e.g. window frames) are considered to be within scope, whereas
most structural materials (e.g. wooden beams, steel girders) are considered to be outside the
scope;
3) Product categories that contain both ‘powered’ and ‘passive’ versions of products (e.g. safety
helmets with/without lights, bed matrass supports with/without motors for raising bed
elements, etc.) are considered ‘not energy-related’ if it is to be expected that the overwhelming
majority of products in the product category is not an energy-related product.
In Annex 5 the complete list of Prodcom categories is shown, indicating whether the category is
considered energy-related or not.
It is obvious that most of the 'new' energy-related products are 'indirect ErP', i.e. they do not
consume energy themselves, but mainly affect energy consumption of 'direct ErP'.
Examples of 'indirect ErP' are:
1) products that influence energy consumption caused by unwanted heat losses or heat gain of
buildings, such as:
a) Products that affect heat loss/gain through the building envelope such as thermal insulation,
glazing, building envelope elements like building blocks, doors and window frames, but also
solar shading systems25 , paints26 and even curtains/blinds27;
2) Products that affect energy consumption / heat losses of installations, such as:
a) building installations: showerheads, taps and valves (especially for heated water), heat
recovery products and air filters, air vents, etc.
b) industrial processes: thermal insulation of ovens, heaters, tanks and reservoirs, etc.;
3) Products that influence energy consumption of motor driven systems, such as:
a) Products that mainly affect mechanical friction losses, such as bearings, gears and
(transmission) belts, etc. 28;
b) Products that mainly affect fluid motion losses, such as filters and valves;

25

Solar shading is a passive cooling technique, avoiding unwanted solar heat gains.
Paints as applied on many metal roofs in Europe are mentioned in the coolroof-project by REHVA, since IR reflective paints can reduce
cooling loads.
27
Closing the curtains is a well-known energy-saving measure against unnecessary heat loss from heated rooms.
28
Each (ball) bearing introduces a small energy loss. Better, more efficient bearings can reduce these losses.
26
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The next section takes the list of the remaining 1028 product categories as a basis and identifies in
this list the Prodcom categories that are already subject to (existing or future) legislation or
preparatory studies in order to exclude them from further study.

2.2.2

Exclude products identified in the first Working Plan

The terms of reference of the tender state that product groups dealt with by finished or on-going
preparatory studies and adopted implementing measures shall be considered and the product
groups of the first Working Plan shall be excluded.
The figure below shows the place of the Working Plan at the front of the Ecodesign policy process,
preceding the preparatory studies.
Figure 4: Ecodesign policy process

In order to describe which products groups defined in the first Working Plan must be exempted it is
necessary to consider which product groups of the Working Plan have led to preparatory studies.
These product groups can then be exempted together with the product groups dealt with by lot 1-19
of the Transitional Period.
The table below gives an overview (status December 2010) of which Working Plan product groups
have been taken up as preparatory studies.
Table 3: Working Plan group status
Working Plan Product examples for sub-groups (Annex I - COM(2008)Product
660)
group
1 - Large airco and ventilation

covered by preparatory study

large air conditioners

ENTR lot 6

water-cooled air conditioners

ENTR lot 6

ventilation systems

ENTR lot 6

2 - Electric fossil fuel heating equipment
electric storage radiators

ENER lot 20 - local heaters

electric heaters for space and floor (soil?)

ENER lot 20 - local heaters

gas/oil fired local heaters (dry?)

ENER lot 20 - local heaters

heat pumps

ENER lot 20 - local heaters &
ENER lot 10 - reversible airco &
ENER lot 1 - boilers

3 - Food preparing equipment
electric/gas fired ovens and microwave ovens
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hobs and grills

ENER lot 23

coffee machines

ENER lot 25

4 - Industrial and laboratory furnaces and ovens
infrared, resistance, induction heated ovens and furnaces

ENTR lot 4

furnace burners

ENTR lot 4

5 - Machine tools
forming machine tools (bending, forging, shaping)

ENTR lot 5

separating machine tools (sculpting)

ENTR lot 5

physio-chemical machine tools

ENTR lot 5

6 - Network, data processing/storage equipment
IT servers (if not covered by ENER Lot 3)

(not yet studied)

network communication equipment

(not yet studied)

uninterruptible power supplies

ENER lot 27

network standby losses

ENER lot 26 – (mainly domestic
ICT/CE equipment)

7 - Refrigeration/freezing equipment
service cabinets

ENTR lot 1

walk-in cold rooms

ENTR lot 1

chillers

ENTR lot 1

ice-makers

(excluded as non-significant from
scope ENTR Lot 1)
(excluded as non-significant from
scope ENTR lot 1)

ice-cream/milkshake makers

8 - Sound and imaging equipment
DVD/video players/recorders

ENTR lot 3

video projectors

ENTR lot 3

video game consoles

ENTR lot 3

digital amplifiers

(excluded from scope Lot 3 study)

subwoofers for home theatre

(excluded from scope Lot 3 study)

distribution transformers

ENTR lot 2

power transformers

ENTR lot 2

small transformers

ENTR lot 2

9 - Transformers

10 - water-using equipment
water-cleaning appliances

_(not yet studied)
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irrigation equipment, incl. animal troughs

_(not yet studied)

The reports of the preparatory studies have been used to assess in how much the product group is
covered and to which Prodcom category it relates. The table 2 shows that almost all product groups
identified in the first Working Plan are subject of a preparatory study.
Still, some product groups mentioned as examples by the first Working Plan are not (yet) subject of
preparatory studies. The reasons for which are indicated below :
Table 4: Product groups mentioned in first Working Plan, but not studied
Product group

Remark

network and data processing/storage equipment
(examples: IT servers (if not covered by ENER lot 3),
network communication equipment)

ENER lot 3 focused on desk-top servers and home
servers. The 'servers' specifically designed for data
centres were not covered by that study (and also
excluded from the current Energy Star specifications
for computers).

refrigeration/freezing equipment (examples: icemakers (e.g. for ice cubes ), ice-cream makers)

The first screening of ENTR lot 1 shows that icemakers and ice-cream makers have no significant
improvement potential in EU-27: It is concluded that
no further analysis is necessary

sound and imaging equipment (examples: digital
amplifiers, subwoofers (for home theatre) )

ENTR lot 4 focuses on video players and recorders
(DVD etc.), video projectors and game consoles.
The remaining audio and video equipment (for which
digital amplifiers and subwoofers are only examples)
is still subject to further analysis in this study

water-using equipment (examples: water cleaning
appliances, irrigation equipment)

Analysis by DG ENV and JRC indicates that cleaning
equipment that uses water for cleaning and irrigation
equipment do not offer significant energy
improvement potential.

Therefore "network and data-processing/storage equipment" is still within the scope of the
underlying study, as is "audio and video equipment".
Excluded from the scope are "ice-(cream)-makers" and "water cleaning appliances and irrigation
equipment", since previous analysis have shown that the energy improvement potential is low.
The Annex 5 shows which Prodcom categories are covered by which "Lot" and whether they remain
within the scope of the underlying study or can be exempted because they are dealt with by the
Ecodesign policy process.
2.2.3

Exclude product groups covered by the Ecodesign policy process

This section describes which product groups are covered by preparatory studies (initiated under both
the transitional period and the first Working Plan) or the policy process that followed.
At the moment 32 preparatory studies (ENER Lot 1-26, ENTR lot 1-6) have been completed or are
currently on-going (status December 2010). Five further preparatory studies are tendered (ENER Lot
27-31). Eleven (11) product groups have resulted in Regulations and a twelfth Regulation is
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underway. Three of these Regulations (ENER lot 6 - Standby/off mode, ENER lot 7 – external power
supplies and ENER lot 26 – networked standby) apply to multiple product groups, meaning the
measure applies horizontally over a wide range of product groups and no specific Prodcom category
could be assigned. Four (4) Voluntary Agreements are proposed or currently discussed (imaging
equipment, complex STB, machine tools and medical imaging equipment). The rest of the studies
have reached the level of Working Documents, are finalised preparatory studies or are on-going
preparatory studies.
It is important to note that the interpretation of the “product group” (the scope of the preparatory
study and the product definitions in Working Documents or Regulation text changed throughout the
policy process).
Each preparatory study starts with an indicative description of the product group (description as in
first Working Plan). As the preparatory study commences and information is gathered, the product
definition may become more concrete (relevant Prodcom categories are identified, definitions in
relevant technical standards are presented). However, often, when the market analysis gives its first
results, or when the base cases need to be described, the relatively wide scope of the first Tasks is
reduced in order to provide a more pragmatic approach: The product group description often
becomes more concrete. As the study is finalised and the Working Documents are discussed with the
Consultation Forum, the scope of the policy instrument and the product definitions are subject to
(sometimes intense) debate between stakeholders. Ultimately the Commission presents a draft
Regulation to the Regulatory Committee which then, before vote, settles the actual scope and
product definitions that apply to the product group.
In order to give a status overview of which Prodcom categories are covered by the Ecodesign
process, the product group descriptions in the most recent, most developed, documents were
consulted (status End January 2011). Product definitions in documents at a higher hierarchy level are
preferred over documents of a lower hierarchy level: Regulation texts are preferred over Working
Documents, which are preferred over Task reports, etc.
Figure 5: Hierarchy in product group definitions

Product group descriptions in Regulations /
Agreements overrule those in Working
Documents
Product group descriptions in Working
Documents overrule those in Task reports
Product group descriptions in (Final) Task
reports overrule those in the study tender
document / Working Plan

The product group descriptions that have been identified are compared to Prodcom category
descriptions to find the closest match.
In those cases where the product group description and the Prodcom description matched each
other well the Prodcom category is assumed to be covered adequately by the study/policy
instrument. Also when the product description in the study or measure is ‘broader’ than the closest
Prodcom description the Prodcom category is considered adequately covered by the study / policy
instrument, since the Prodcom category is only a smaller part of the product group description of the
policy process.
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The studies and product descriptions (with consideration of hierarchy of documents) are indicated
below. The 'red' text indicates products that have been excluded from the scope of the relevant
study or policy instrument (Measure or Voluntary Agreement) and therefore will remain within scope
of the underlying study.
Table 5: Preparatory studies, product group coverage and status
Preparatory studies
Product categories defined in Task reports / Working Documents /
Final Policies
Lot 1 - Boilers and combi-boilers
Gas fired boilers
Oil fired boilers
Electric boilers
Boilers with water heating functions
Storage tanks used for central heating water or sanitary hot water.
Boilers that produce electricity as a by-product of heat generation
Electric heat pumps (hydronic heating)
Solar thermal systems (as part of hydronic system)

Source
Working document 2009

Lot 2 - Water heaters
Electric Storage water heater
Electric Instantaneous water heater
Gas or oil-fired storage water heater
Gas or oil-fired instantaneous water heater
Solar water heater
Heat pump water heater
Excluded: WH for biofuels, solid fuels, large combustion plants, district
heating, from waste heat

Working Document June 2010

Lot 3 - PC and computer monitors
Desktop computers
Notebook computers
Integrated Desktop computers
Workstations
Thin clients
Small-scale servers
Servers

Working Document Dec 2009

Lot 3 - Monitors
Computer monitor
Digital Photo Frames
Excluded: Other Electronic display

Working Document Dec 2009

Lot 4 - Imaging Equipment

Proposal Voluntary Agreement 19 Feb
2010

Copiers
Faxes
Printers
Multi-function devices
Scanners

(scanners are excluded from the Voluntary
Agreement)

Lot 5 - Televisions

Commission Regulation 642/2009
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(22.7.2009)
Television sets (display, tuner(s)/receiver(s) and additional functions for
data storage/display)
Television monitors
Lot 6 - Standby and Off-mode losses of EuPs

Commission Regulation 1275/2008
(17.12.2008)

Household appliances
Cooking appliances
Personal care appliances
Information technology equipment intended primarily for use in the
domestic environment
Consumer equipment
Toys
Lot 7 - External power supplies
External power supplies, from mains AC to lower voltage AC/DC, battery
chargers.

Commission Regulation 278/2009
(16.4.2009)
(Lot 7 did not result in requirements on
battery chargers - these are recommended
to be included in review process)

Excluded: low voltage converters, halogen lighting convertors, UPS, ext.
power supplies for medical equipment, spare parts
Lot 8/9- Tertiary Lighting

Commission Regulation 245/2009
(13.4.2009) amended by 347/2009
(21.4.2010)

Double capped fluorescent lamps
Single capped fluorescent lamps
High intensity discharge lamps
Ballasts for FL
(several exemptions apply)
Excluded: lamps/luminaires not for general lighting, emergency lighting,
other -safety- lighting
Excluded: specific lamp types
Lamps that are not white light sources
Lamps that are directional light sources
Blended high intensity discharge lamps
High intensity discharge lamps with Tc > 7000K
high intensity discharge lamps having a specific effective UV output >
2mW/klm
high intensity discharge lamps not having lamp cap E27, E40, PGZ12
Lot 10 - Room air conditioning appliances, local air coolers and comfort fans
Air-to-air air conditioners with a rated capacity of = 12kW
comfort fans with an electric fan power input = 125W

Working document Nov 2010

Lot 10 - Residential ventilation and kitchen hoods
Ventilation units include fans with electric power input of less than 125
W
Ventilation heat recovery systems
Range hoods

Working document Dec 2010

Lot 11 - Electric motors

Commission Regulation 640/2009
(22.7.2009)

single speed, three-phase, squirrel cage, electric motor 0,75-375 kW,
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with 2-6 poles, up to 1000 V
Lot 11 - Circulators

Commission Regulation 641/2009
(22.7.2009)

Glandless circulators
Lot 11 - Pumps
Submersible multi-stage
Single-stage end suction
Vertical multi-stage

Working Document May 2008

Lot 11 - Fans
Axial fans > 125 W
Centrifugal fans > 125 W
Other fans (mixed flow, tangential) > 125 W
Excluded are: fans as in fan-cooled motors< 3kW, fans in domestic
tumble driers < 3kW, fans in kitchen hoods < 280 W, fans designed for
29
ATEX , emergency-use. The efficiency requirements shall not apply to
fans in vacuum cleaners, 'blowers' and/or fans transporting nongaseous substances
Lot 12 - Commercial refrigerators and freezers
Remote or Plug-in Refrigerated Display Cabinet
Remote or Plug-in freezer Display Cabinet
Cold Vending Machine (beverage coolers)
Excluded are: household cold appliances, wine cellars, walk-in cold
rooms, chilled drink dispensers, ice-cream makers, ice-makers (these
were studied in ENTR Lot 1)

Working Document June 2010

Lot 13 - Domestic refrigerators and freezers

Commission Regulation 643/2009
(22.7.2009)

Refrigerator without other compartments
Refrigerator-cellar
Refrigerator-chiller and Refrigerator with a 0 star compartment
Refrigerator with a ½/3 star compartment
Refrigerator-freezer
Upright freezer
Chest freezer
Multi-use and other refrigerating appliances
wine storage appliances

Lot 14 - Domestic washing machines

Working document April 2010

(generic requirement only, to be revisited
during review)
Commission Regulation 1015/2010
(10.11.2010)

Household washing machines (indicative capacity 3-10 kg)
Lot 14 - Domestic Dishwashers

Commission Regulation 1016/2010
(10.11.2010)

Household dishwashers (approximately 4-16 place settings)
Lot 15 - Solid fuel small combustion installations
Open fireplace
Closed fireplace

29

Task 5 preparatory study July 2009

ATEX stands for potentially explosive atmospheres.
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Traditional cooker
Traditional stove
Modern stove
Small manual boiler
Small automatic boiler
medium automatic boiler
Lot 16 - Laundry driers
electric household tumble drier (incl. built-in)
gas-fired household tumble drier
Excluded are: household combined washer-drier, household spinextractor

Working document June 2010

Lot 17 - Vacuum cleaners
domestic vacuum cleaners, connected to mains or battery operated,
but excluding hand-held
Excluded are: wet vacuum cleaners, industrial/commercial vac.
cleaners, robot machines, hand-held vac. cleaners, sweepers, central
vac. cleaners

Working document June 2010

Lot 18 - Complex set-top boxes
Basic complex set top box with sd
Complex STB with SD and HDD
Complex STB with SD, HDD, Second tuner, return path
Basic complex set top box with HD
Complex STD with HD and HDD
Complex STD with HD and HDD, Second tuner, return path
Lot 18 a Simple Set-top boxes

Working Document Oct 2009 (voluntary
agreement discussed)

Commission Regulation 107/2009
(4.2.2009)

SSTB without any additional features:
SSTB with an integrated hard drive:
Lot 19 - General lighting (non-directional)

Commission Regulation 244/2009
(18.3.2009)

Incandescent lamp
Halogen lamp
Fluorescent lamp
Lot 19 - Directional lighting
Luminaires
Reflector lamps
LEDs

Working document September 2010

Lot 20 - Local room heating products
Convector heaters
Oil filled heaters
Fan heaters
Radiant heaters
Storage heaters
Fireplaces (Electric, gas, liquid fired)
Industrial unit heaters (Electric, gas, liquid fired)
Air doors/ Curtains ( Electric and gas fired)
Thin film/ cable heating system

Task 1 preparatory study Oct 2010
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Lot 21 - Central heating products
Direct Fired gas furnaces
indirect fired gas furnaces
Electrical Furnaces
Heat pumps (above 12 KW cooling capacity
Air handling

Task 1 preparatory study Oct 2010

Lot 22 - Domestic and commercial ovens
Domestic electric oven
Domestic gas oven
Domestic Microwave oven
Commercial electric combi oven
Commercial gas combi steamer

Task 5 Preparatory study Oct 2010

Lot 23 - Domestic and commercial hobs and grills
Domestic Electric Hob
Domestic gas hob
Mixed hob
Gas grill
Electric radiant grill
Electric contact grill
Commercial - to be added

Task 5 Preparatory study Oct 2010

Lot 24 - Professional Dishwashers
Dishwashers with water change system
Dishwashers with tank systems - One-tank dishwasher
Multi-tank dishwashers transport dishwasher

Final Report Nov 2010

Lot 24 - Professional Laundry machines and dryers
Semi-professional dryer, Condenser
Semi-professional dryer air vented
Professional Cabinet dryer
Professional tumble dryer (<15 kg)
Professional tumble dryer (15 - 40 kg)
Professional tumble dryer (>40 kg)
Pass-through (transfer) tumble dryer

Task 7 Preparatory study Jan 2011

Lot 25 - Non-tertiary coffee machines
Coffee maker - compression
Coffee maker - Percolating
Coffee maker - Filtration
Coffee maker - Vacuum

Task 1-3 Preparatory study Nov 2010

Lot 26 - Networked standby losses
Home Gateway, Home Desktop PC, Home Notebook PC, Home NAS,
Game Console, Complex TV, Complex STB, Complex Player/Recorder,
Office Desktop PC, Office Notebook PC,

Final Report Preparatory study Dec 2010

ENTR Lot 1 - Refrigerating and freezing equipment
Service cabinets
blast cabinets
walk-in cold rooms

Final Report Summary Oct 2010
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(industrial) process chillers
remote condensing units
Excluded are: ice-cream makers, ice-makers, water dispensers (non
significant)

conclusion: no further research necessary

ENTR Lot 2 - Distribution and power transformers
Distribution transformer 400 kVA
Industry oil transformer 1 MVA
Industry dry transformer 1,25 MVA
Power transformer 100 MVA
DER oil transformer 2 MVA
DER dry transformer 2 MVA
Smaller industrial separation/isolation transformer 16 kVA

Final Report Preparatory study Feb 2011

ENTR Lot 3 - Sound and imaging equipment
Video Player
Video Recorder
Projector
Games consoles

Final report Dec 2010

ENTR Lot 4 - Industrial and Laboratory furnaces and ovens
Laboratory Furnaces
Laboratory ovens
Sterilizer ovens
Metal melting furnaces
Metal heat treatment furnaces
waste incinerators
induction furnace
tunnel furnace
bakery/biscuit ovens
smelting furnaces
Batch furnace for ceramics
Glass melting furnace
Glass annealing furnace
Infrared ovens
Hydrocarbon cracker
Cement kiln
Lime kiln

Task 1-3 preparatory study June 2010

ENTR Lot 5 - Machine tools and related machinery

Draft voluntary agreement CECIMO Nov
2009 for machining tools
ENTR Lot 5 Task 1-5 study (larger scope
than VA)

various tools for forming / shaping tools for metal, wood, and ceramics
other materials including welding, soldering and brazing
ENTR Lot 6 – Non-domestic ventilation products
Small extraction fan (local exhaust)
Rooftop/boxed ventilation units (central exhaust or central supply).
Local heat recovery ventilation (LHRV) unit:
Central heat recovery ventilation (CHRV) unit
Air Handling Unit (AHU):
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ENTR Lot 6 – Air Conditioning products, except air-conditioners < 12kW
(ENER lot 10)
chillers (fan coils end terminal eq.)
AHU's (central AC)
VRF / multi-split AC
end terminal equipment (fan coils, VAV terminals)
cooling towers

Task 1 preparatory study June 2010

Lot 27 - Uninterruptible power supplies
Uninterruptible power supplies (not further defined)

Tender

Lot 28/29 Pumps (other than Lot 11)
Pumps for private and public waste water
pumps for fluids with high solids content
Pumps for private and public swimming pools, Ponds, fountains and
aquariums
Water pumps larger than regulated under lot 11

30

Tender

Lot 30 - Other electric motors (outside Regulation 640/2009, other than lot
31
11)
Special purpose inverter duty motors
Asynchronous servo motors
Permanent magnet motors
Motors cooled by their load (Fans)
Motors and products under article 1
Drives, such as soft starters, torque or variable speed drives
Motors from 750 KW - 1000KW

Tender

32

Lot 31 - Compressors (outside Regulation 640/2009, other than lot 11)
(large) Compressors
Small compressors

Tender

For most lots it appeared that the Prodcom categories were covered adequately by the product
definitions applied in the policy process (can be preparatory study, Working Document or final
Regulation). This led to identification of 204 Prodcom categories that could be excluded because they
were considered adequately dealt with.
Only in cases where the product group description in policies is more strict than the closest Prodcom
description, the Prodcom category is considered not to be adequately covered and the category is
eligible for further study (specifying the products that are/are not covered by the study /
instrument). This situation applied to 11 Prodcom categories in total:
30

Lot 28: Pumps (extended product approach including motors, VSD and controls, where appropriate) for private and public waste water
(including all stages including buildings, networks and treatment facilities) and for fluids with high solid content
Lot 29: Pumps (extended product approach including motors, VSD and controls, where appropriate) for private and public swimming pools,
ponds, fountains and aquariums, as well as clean water pumps larger than those regulated under Lot 11
31
Products in motor systems outside the scope of the Regulation 640/2009 on electric motors, such as special purpose inverter duty
motors (asynchronous servo motors), permanent magnet motors, motors cooled by their load (fans), including motors and products
under Article 1, Points 2(b), (c) and (d) and including drives, such as soft starters, torque or variable speed drives (VSD) from 200W –
1000kW. The study should also cover motors in the scope of the Regulation 640/2009 from 750kW – 1000kW
32
Lot 31: Products in motor systems outside of the scope of Lot 30 and the Regulation 640/2009 on electric motors, in particular
compressors, including small compressors, and their possible drives.
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1) ENER lot 3 – PC’s: The Working Document defines desktop and notebook form factors. These
descriptions are more limited than in the Prodcom category ‘other digital automatic data
processing machines’ which therefore can not be considered covered;
2) ENER lot 11 – Fans: The current Regulation covers fans > 125 W, the closest three Prodcom
categories include also the smaller fans < 125 W and thus can not be excluded from further
assessment. Also some specific fan applications (blowers, high temperature fans) have been
excluded from the scope of the measure and are included in the scope of the underlying study;
3) ENER lot 12 – commercial cold: Beverage coolers are included, but the closest corresponding
Prodcom category also includes machines that can heat;
4) ENER lot 12 – commercial cold: There is a Prodcom category on deep freezing furniture, but that
could cover more than the display cabinets for (mostly) supermarkets;
5) ENER lot 26 – networked standby: The group covers standby-mode of various network
equipment. Related Prodcom categories can not be excluded on the basis of possible
requirements for network standby only;
6) ENTR Lot 1 – refrigeration/freezing equipment: This group could cover various cooled vending
machines, but the Prodcom category also includes heated machines;
7) ENTR Lot 6 – ventilation systems: This group includes heat exchangers for ventilation air, but the
closest Prodcom category ‘heat exchange units’ is unclear about the actual fluid streams (air-toair?, air-to-water?, etc.)
In order not to exclude the product categories not addressed by the Ecodesign policy process these
product categories were included for further assessment.
2.2.4

Conclusion

Of the originally 1028 product categories some 204 product categories were identified as being dealt
with by the Ecodesign policy process. Of these 204 some 14 groups had energy-related products
exempted from the study, which should be added to the scope of this study. The outcome is a list of
838 Prodcom product categories that can be considered energy-related products within scope of this
study.
In Annex 5 the complete list of Prodcom categories is shown, together with the assessment of
whether the category is considered an energy-related product and whether it is covered by the
Ecodesign process.

Stakeholders have commented (see minutes of second Stakeholder meeting) that certain products
that have been included in preparatory studies, but did not form part of the scope of final measures,
should be included again in the review process, when reviewing the measure.

2.3

Second step - top-down energy analysis

Besides a ‘bottom-up approach’ based on Prodcom statistics, also a ‘top-down approach’ is used to
identify product groups eligible for the second Working Plan.
The goal is to step away from categorisations based on economic activities (as in Prodcom) and
instead focus on actual product functions that rely on energy input. These functions are identified by
following the path from energy source through energy conversion to final function.
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Energy sector
The ‘top-down approach’ starts with the official Eurostat EU-27 Energy Balance33 in 2007. The energy
balance gives the gross inland consumption of energy resources in mega-tonnes oil equivalent (Mtoe)
relating to the Net Calorific Value of the resources. The energy balance provides an input/output
analysis of the energy sector (power generation, refineries, district heating, etc.), per type of
resource, and ends with the final energy-use per sector. Using a classic process energy analysis34,
whereby the losses of conversion processes in the energy-sector are partitioned according to the
calorific value of the outputs, an estimate has been made of how the losses in the energy sector can
be divided between four major end-uses:
• transportation and work fuels (see also section 1.1.3.);
• feedstock fuels;
• electricity;
• heating fuels.
As an intermediate step in the analysis a process analysis per major energy carrier was made,
distinguishing between coal, oil, gas, renewable and nuclear. The process diagrams per energy carrier
are given in the Annex 2.
The result of the analysis is that out of a total gross inland consumption of ca. 1800 Mtoe, some 618
Mtoe is used for conversion into electricity (239 Mtoe as useful electricity and 379 Mtoe losses, i.e.
overall efficiency of 38.7%) and some 641 Mtoe is used for heating fuels (of which 555 Mtoe as useful
fuel and 86 Mtoe losses). Transportation and work accounts for 409 Mtoe (including 33 Mtoe losses)
of which transport for persons and goods and air/water/rail transport must be excluded. Feedstock
fuel represents 122 Mtoe (including 7 Mtoe losses). Results are shown in figure 4.
The energy analysis to arrive at these results is for the most part unproblematic and not
controversial. The analysis is, given the restrictions of the source, not fully complete as it does not
take into account most of the mining effort and the transportation of raw energy materials to Europe
(crude, hard coal). But the omission is relatively small (estimated <2%) and, given the fact that the
Directive 2009/125/EC relates to EU policy, the coherence with official EU data was given priority
over academic completeness.
More problematic, but again with a small possible error of no more than 1-2% is the process analysis
of the oil sector (refineries), where Eurostat presents figures of product exchanges and transfers that
lack sufficient detail. Rather than guessing the potential losses from these transfers, VHK chooses to
reduce the total gross inland consumption from –the official Eurostat figure—1.808 Mtoe/a to 1.792
Mtoe/a.
Finally, there may be some controversy over the partitioning of the losses from electric power
generation between electricity and useful derived heat, on the basis of the Mtoe of useful output.
Following this generic output, the energy losses of this derived heat are relatively large (see process
diagram in Annex 2). In an alternative approach, all losses are partitioned to the main product, i.e.
electricity, and the losses of producing the by-product. i.e. derived heat, are zero. In that case, the
losses of power generation, would be 48 Mtoe more (resulting in 427 Mtoe ‘E.loss’, i.e. 35,9%
efficiency of power generation and distribution) and those of preparing the heating fuels would be
48 Mtoe less (resulting in 40 Mtoe ‘H.loss’).
Feedstock fuel

33
34

Eurostat, Energy Balance sheets 2007-2008, 2010.
As opposed to an Input-Output energy analysis, which is based on the conversion of an economic Input/output table (e.g. EIPRO)
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Feedstock refers to the conversion of fossil fuels into synthetic substances, like plastics and base
chemicals. Although the production of these substances may require significant amounts of energy
(both the 'combustion energy' of the substance itself and the energy consumed by equipment for the
production of the substance) the end-products themselves are not considered energy-related
products, since no direct relation can be established to impacts on energy consumption of other
energy-related products during use. Only for detergents this is undoubtedly the case. The equipment
used for the conversion of feedstock (pumps, compressors, valves, heat exchangers, boilers, etc.) are
of course included as energy-related products.
The indirect energy 'contained' in the substances (plastics, chemicals, etc.) is part of the
environmental analysis (i.e. the production phase, see Task 4) but can not be the reason for
identification as energy-related product and inclusion in the scope of the study.
Transport and work fuel
The Eurostat data provides only limited information on the type of transport and work responsible
for the fuel consumption. In the NRMM Directive Review by JRC35 more details are provided. In their
predictions for 2010 the fuel consumption by "road transport" (which is outside the scope of this
study) is three times as high as for "non-road transport" (partially within scope of study). Most of the
fuel consumption in "non-road transport" is caused by air transport (52% of non-road sector, or 13%
of total transport sector). The fuel consumption of other non-road transport and work sectors are
presented in the table below:
Table 6: Fuel consumption of transport and work, split up per end-use sector
% of fuel consumption of "total transport and work"

% of 'total transport
and work' fuel
100%

total "transport and work", of which:
9

road transport

9

75%

9

non-road transport and work, of which:

9

25%

9

air traffic

9

13%

9

maritime

9

1.9%

9

inland waterway

9

0.7%

9

rail

9

0.6%

9

other non-road (partially in scope), , of which:

9

8.8%

9

agricultural and forestry

9

36

% of fuel consumption of
"non-road within scope"

if 100%, then:

9

4.0%

9

45.2%

construction machinery

9

2.4%

9

27%

9

electricity

9

1.7%

9

19.3%

9

other 4-stroke

9

0.5%

9

5.8%

9

off-road / 2-stroke

9

0.2%

9

2.6%

35

Krasenbrink, A. & Dobranskyte-Niskota, A., 2007 Technical Review of the NRMM Directive 1997/68/EC as amended by Directives
2002/88/EC and 2004/26/EC, final report September 2008, JRC.
36
The scope of the study does not include agricultural and forestry tractors. Their relative share in the consumption value shall be
determined later on in the study.
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The review shows that the total contribution of the "transport and work partially within scope" is
maximum 8.8% of the "total transport and work" related fuel consumption. Given that transport and
work is some 23% of the total EU energy consumption (figure 4) this means that the non-road fuel
consumption within scope is 2% of the total EU energy consumption. Of this percentage the fuel
consumption of agricultural and forestry tractors must be subtracted since these NRMM are outside
the scope of the study (see section 1.1.3). This issue will be further explained in Task 3.
Electricity and heating fuels
A more elaborate analysis of final energy use is applied to electricity and heating fuels. The Mtoe
units are converted to the units that are commonly used in the preparatory studies, i.e. TWh
electricity and PJ (PetaJoules) of heating fuels related to the Gross Calorific Value (GCV) of the fuels.
Thus the total EU-27 electricity consumption in 2007 is 2780 TWh and the heating fuels account for
approximately 24.720 PJ (GCV)37.
In order to make the partitioning to products, the sources were Ecodesign regulations, public impact
assessments accompanying the measures, preparatory studies (ENER Lots 1-31, ENTR Lots 1-6),
European Climate Change Program (ECCP) figures, additional literature search, SAVE studies for
labelling, VHK engineering estimates and past product studies
Furthermore, especially useful for the industrial sector, the estimates were guided by the boundaries
set in the Eurostat energy balance for the consumption of heating fuels and electricity per sector.
Thus the sum of individual energy-users per sector and energy type cannot exceed the Eurostat
totals.
2.3.1

End-use electricity

By definition the products in the energy sector –also given in Fig. 4—can be marked as ‘energyrelated’. The main energy-consuming products involved are multi-megawatt power plants, blast
furnaces and other custom built installations. These products may consume already 80-90% of the
energy flow in the EU. Other energy-related products in the energy sector are found in the secondary
processes, such as transformers in the distribution grid, cooling & boiler feed circulators, slurry and
waste pumps, compressors, generic motor & drive measures, etc.. As such, they may relate to 50
Mtoe of ‘E.losses’ (energy losses to produce electricity) and ‘H.losses (energy losses to produce
heating fuels)’ in the energy sector (dome estimate). In a later stage of the study (Task 3 & 4) the
exact implications of considering these products will be discussed. In order to simplify the
presentation of energy flows figure 4 only shows the energy flows from these secondary products
onwards.
For electricity, the 2780 TWh/a end-use is first split between 5 major conversion categories. This is
the first layer in Fig. 5.:
•

motors (1360 TWh, 49%): applications for internal transport or power transmission;

•

heat (680 TWh, 24%): applications depending on direct or indirect Joule effect;

•

electro-magnetic applications (340 TWh, 12%): applications that emit electro-magnetic waves
of any frequency and amplitude as their main function (note: infrared radiation is covered by
'Heat');

37

Gross Calorific Value takes into account the latent heat from water vapour that results from the combustion process (compare:
‘condensing’ boiler). It depends on the fuel mix: For natural gas 1 PJ NCV (net calorific value)= 1,11 PJ GCV. For oil products 1 PJ
NCV=1,06 PJ GCV. For solids and heat NCV=GCV.
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•

electronics (100 TWh, 3,5%), i.e. relating only to end-uses in signal processing, storage, local
open or closed loop control;

•

electrolysis (100 TWh, 3,5%), i.e. relating to various electro-chemical processes.

In a second layer, the 1360 TWh motor applications are split between
•

‘movers’ (270 TWh, 20%);

•

compressors (510 TWh, 37%), of which cooling compressors 375 TWh (27%) and air
compressors 70-90 TWh (approximately 5-6%);

•

pumps (300 TWh, 22%);

•

fan applications (280 TWh, 21%).

With this, it has to be noted that a part of the ‘cooling compressor’ applications may be using the
Carnot cycle and are in fact also reversible and can be partitioned to 'heat'.
The electromagnetic applications are split between light sources (340 TWh) and other applications
(200 TWh), such as displays (incl. TVs) and communication equipment (incl. wireless).
The third layer of Fig. 5 contains the product groups. Most of these, some 80-85% --in terms of
electricity consumption-- are dealt with by measures or preparatory studies. Around 5-10% of
consumption is by e.g. aluminium or chemicals electrolysis plants, arc-furnaces for steel making etc.
and may be adequately covered by existing policies. The remaining 5-10% of consumption can be
linked to product groups that are not yet adequately covered (from 'internal transport' products to
'various ICT/CE products' - see figure 8).
On the whole, these are products that can be found in the product grouping structure in section 2.5
(column 'active ErP').
Figure 5 also shows, through a qualitative list, that there are several products that influence the
energy use of other energy-using products. These may be:
•

"indirect ErP's" that do not actively consume energy, such as insulation, water taps, filters,
ductwork, windows, daylight systems, luminaires, ball bearings, drive-gears, etc., or

•

"direct ErP's" that consume some energy, but have their main impact on energy consumption
of other energy-using products. Examples are controls, heat recovery ventilation, solar thermal
installations, etc.,.

In the latter category, ventilation systems (ENER Lot 10, ENTR Lot 6), solar thermal, heat pumps and a
part of CH controls (ENER Lot 1 and 2) are already covered by preparatory studies. These would
represent at least 20% of the total ErP-potential, i.e. the potential to diminish the load38 of active ErP,
especially in the heating fuel sector (space and water heating).

38

In this study the ‘load’ is the need for a defined performance of the EuP at a given moment in time, which then leads to operation of the
EuP and thus to energy loss of the EuP. For instance, the ‘load’ of a central heating boiler (=EuP) is the space heating requirement of a
building as a consequence of the building’s transmission losses (to reduce through insulation), ventilation losses (to reduce through
mechanical ventilation with heat recovery and demand control), the increase of solar gain (more, but well insulated windows, with
appropriate shades in summer), the employment of products/components using renewable energy sources (solar, ambient heat), the
use of temperature and flow rate controls in combination with timers, occupancy sensors, gas sensors to heat and ventilate only when
necessary and as much as necessary, etc.. All these EuP/ErP may decrease the current load of an average dwelling from the current
average 88 kWh/m2.yr to less than 15 kWh/m2.yr (best ‘passive’ or ‘zero energy’ house) thus saving much more energy (and
emissions) than is possible through efficiency improvement of the boiler only. Of course, given the huge inertia of the building stock, it
is sensible to do both: improve the EuP (boiler) and improve the EuP/ErP that affect the load. Note: EuP refers to direct ErP
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End-use heating fuels

For heating fuels, the 24.720 PJ/a end-use is first split between 3 exergy levels: Low (<100 ºC),
Medium (100-600 ºC) and High (600 ºC) temperature (LT, MT and HT). This is shown in figure 6.
Exergy is the capacity of an energy (heat) source to perform labour: the higher the temperature level
of the energy, the more it is useful to perform labour. Exergy is an important concept in heating
cascades. Low temperature applications (space and water heating) represent over 60% of heating
fuel use, whereas Medium and High Temperature applications are each around 20% of the total.
The next layer in fig. 6 shows the end-results of the heat conversion process. For LT applications the
end-product is heat, but for the MT and HT applications (total 9.345 PJ= ca. 210 Mtoe excl. lossà
242 Mtoe incl. loss) the end-result is actually a raw material, food, a consumer product or a house.
Together with the feedstock from the general energy balance (122 Mtoe incl. loss), ca. 10% of the
manufacturing electricity use (ca. 62 Mtoe incl. loss) and around 30% of the transportation energy for
the transport of goods (123 Mtoe incl. loss) this represents the total gross inland consumption for the
production, distribution and end-of-life phase of products. The sum is 549 Mtoe, or ca. 30% of the
total EU-27 consumption; the remaining 70% of energy is spent in the use-phase of the products.
Note that this includes all products, also the means of transport and the products that are not
‘energy-related’ during their use phase39.
The final layer of Fig. 6 shows the product groups using heating fuels. In principle, all LT applications
are covered by preparatory studies, with the exception of domestic heat exchangers for a part of
district heating. Also, as the scope of ENER Lot 1 (CH Boilers) is not defined, it is not clear whether
substation-boilers for district heating and large CHP applications will be covered.
All HT applications, 30-40% of MT applications and part of electric industrial ovens (max. 100 TWh)
are covered by DG ENTR Lot 4 on Industry and Laboratory Furnaces and Ovens. Here there has been
no final assessment which products would be eligible for Ecodesign measures following Art. 15 of
Directive 2009/125/EC.
What remains, counting products related to district heating for half, is around 20% of the heating
fuel use of Energy-using Products not being covered by measures or preparatory studies.
Notably these are:
•

steam boilers and other forms of process heat;

•

fuel consuming processes in the ore extraction, manufacturing and construction industry (see
list in Fig. 6) excl. ovens and furnaces.

The list of energy-related products is similar to the one with electric products, without ball bearings
and lighting systems but with extra low temperature emitters for central heating systems, burner
controls, etc. The impact of thermal insulation, ventilation, etc. is much larger than with electricity
end-uses40.

39
40

e.g. furniture, certain foodstuff & drinks, shoes, home cleaning products not requiring hot water, etc. ,
Space heating is 13.255 PJ of heating fuel. Electric space heating is 171 TWh (equivalent to ca. 1600 PJ incl. E.loss). Insulation, ventilation
etc. will affect both equally. Hence the impact of thermal insulation, ventilation, etc. with heating fuels is around 8 times larger than
with electricity, i.e. "much larger”.
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Figure 7: Electricity production - conversion to end-use
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Figure 9: Heating fuels - conversion to end-use
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Conclusion

This energy analysis assessment is structured using ‘generic’ product groups based on primary
functions, which are then further subdivided in smaller groups that more closely describe actual
products.
The benefit of this analysis is that the graphs show the relative ‘energetic’ significance of product
functions and by doing so, also of the related final products.
It shows that presenting products according their functions gives a clearer overview of which
products are significant as regards energy consumption, rather than presenting such products per
economic activity.
This notion of referring to functions of products instead of products in sectors can be a defining
principle for the final grouping of this Task 2.
In order to fully exploit the possibilities of presenting this information, the following two pages
present:
1. A complete overview of the energy analysis: from energy carrier through conversion to final
products, for both electricity and heating fuels in one graph;
2. The same energy analysis overview, but now combined with an indication of which products
are already covered under the Ecodesign policy process. These product groups have been
made ‘blank’, leaving the product groups not yet addressed visible by their colours. The
groups that are addressed by the Ecodesign process have the respective study-lot number
indicated.
The graph can be expanded by adding extra layers that indicate the significance of energy-related
products. Generally speaking energy-related products do not save energy by increasing the efficiency
of the energy conversion of an energy-using product, but mainly act on the ‘demand’ (amount of
heat, amount of flow, etc.) required from the energy-using product.
Thermal insulation (including improved glazing) for instance can reduce the heat demand of buildings
possibly by 50%. This would reduce the heating fuel consumption of the energy-using boilers/heaters
also by 50% (note: this is a simplistic calculation with economic and stock effects not considered).
The other 50% of the heat demand is usually related to ventilation losses (warm indoor air replaced
by colder outside air). Heat recovery could again significantly reduce the heat demand and thereby
reduce the energy consumption.
For other, process related functions the application of for instance improved controls (sensor control
for optimal operational hours and capacity, variable speed drives to attain the optimum operational
load) could reduce the required demand, again reducing the energy input to fulfil this demand.
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Third step – consideration of grouping by first Working Plan study

This section describes an evaluation of the 57 product groups identified in the first Working Plan
study, provides suggestions for a revised product group categorisation (or description) where
necessary, indicating the reasons.
2.4.1

Background

The Ecodesign Directive of 2005 required the establishment of a Working Plan, identifying a list of
product groups to be considered as priority for the Commission for the adoption of implementing
measures. In 2007 a study was conducted by EPTA, PE International and NTUA, providing the
necessary background analysis and information for the aforementioned Working Plan.
The Final Report (revision 01) was completed on 6 December 2007 and presented 57 product
categories, ranked according environmental impact and improvement potential. Each category
covered multiple more precisely described product categories, mostly based on their Prodcom
description. Many product groups without adequate Prodcom description were added on their own.
On 28 May 2008 the Commission presented the first Working Plan, including the outcome of the
study for the first Working Plan. The minutes of the Consultation Forum meeting indicated challenges
that should be addressed by the underlying study, such as: Product categories should not be defined
'too broad' (covering products with very different use patterns, technologies, environmental impacts,
energy consumption and improvement potential) and the relation with other policy instruments,
such as the IPPC Directive 2008/1/EC, should be explained.
2.4.2

Evaluation of first Working Plan study

The list of 57 product groups is assessed and suggestions for improvement have been made. The
assessment showed the following motivations for improved product group definitions:
1. The grouping is not very consistent. Small water heaters are grouped together with
industrial-grade steam boilers, etc. Water beds (furniture) are grouped with swimming pools.
2. The grouping identifies product categories applicable to different sectors, whereas the
primary functions of the equipment can be the same (conveyor belts are a rather universal
category of process equipment, as are pneumatic systems and hydraulic systems - many
more examples could be provided if space permitted).
The table on the next page shows the findings (remarks) per product group. A condensed conclusion
of this assessment is indicated in table 4 (column 'remarks'). The last column 'conclusion' gives an
indication of how the product group(s) are identified in the new list (structure) of product groups of
section 2.5.
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Table 7: Discussion on 57 product categories of first Working Plan study
(descriptions based on Annex 13 of final report)
Main product group descriptions
1
Transformers

remarks:
Homogeneous group of power handling equipment

conclusion:
Can stay a homogeneous group: transformers

2
3

Measuring transformers
Automatic welding machines

Very small group with limited applications – main function is measurement
Equipment for joining processes

4
5
6

Tool machines
Machines for personal care
Domestic food preparing equipment

Equipment for machining, shaping, sculpting various materials
These are not process products, but end-use products

7

Domestic clothes care machines

Group with other measurement equipment
Is a heating process, group under ‘heating’, subgrouping to consider
welding, brazing, soldering
Involves motion as prime function, group under motion > machining
Group under various domestic / professional appliances
apply split-up per function (personal care, food preparation, clothes
care)

8

Vending machines for beverages and food

Is a application of refrigeration equipment for commercial (= professional)
applications

Group under refrigeration/freezing of food/beverages, apply label
“commercial”
Give consideration to heating displays for food/beverages

9

Electromechanical hand tools

The difference between professional and DIY equipment is not that apparent

10

Power electronics products

11

Compressors

A very heterogeneous group, ranging from power quality equipment to battery
chargers for vehicles
it comprises both active (inverters, converters) as passive components
(inductors)
Compressors have a very heterogeneous range in applications

Group under motion (as other machine tools). for simplicity the
domestic users are also addressed by handheld process equipment
Some products relate to power distribution, other to end-use
applications
group under power handling

12

Weighing machines and equipment

Various weighing machines, from small (shop) to large (industrial processes,
trucks)

13

Electric and fossil fuels heating equipment

Not consistent: el. water heaters are covered in lot 2

14

Air conditioning and heat pumps

Various air conditioning equipment, from small to large

15

Refrigerating equipment

Various refrigeration equipment, also small to large

16

Lifting, moving and loading equipment

Various moving equipment

17

Food and drink production equipment

Generic cooling, heating, extruding, grinding, mixing, filtering, fluid handling ,

Domestic equipment can be discerned from professional equipment by
‘intended use’
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Compressors can be applied for pressurizing gases (for transport, for
process conditions), but also in a Carnot process (for refrigeration,
heating) in pneumatic systems (handling, moving parts) and in
compressed air systems (to drive mechanical tools). The different uses
should be considered.
The group is limited to weighing although other measurement
equipment could be added. Group under “sense and control
equipment”
The group function is indoor climate (space heating). Differences in
central or room heating can be considered
This group function is also indoor climates, to group with equivalent
(central, room-based) products
See compressors – this equipment can pertain to food storage, indoor
climate or process cooling. Differences should be considered
This group involves mainly a motion function. Give consideration to
different sectors: process and person transport
Separate processes into functions (moving, heating, compressing, etc.)
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transport processes that occur also in other sectors
The group comprises ovens for virtually every sector, from basic metal
production to pizza-ovens in snack shops
The first Working Plan study limits this group to electrical magnitudes whereas
instruments are also used for various other physical, chemical properties.
Generic cooling, heating, rolling, mixing, filtering, cutting, pressing , transport
are all processes that occur frequently throughout various sectors.
These are products for leisure purposes.

and group as such
Separate ovens to functions, split up process from end-use

These are instruments for measuring passing of time

Move to sensing & controlling, general group measurement
equipment
Although the functions may occur elsewhere as well, medical
equipment is assigned a separate group

20

Industrial and laboratory furnaces and
ovens
Electronic instruments for
testing/measuring electrical magnitudes
Paper production equipment

21
22
23

Music instruments
Electric toys
Electric clocks and watches

24

Electro diagnostic apparatus

Electro diagnostic equipment is fairly well defined

25

Surgical, patient recovery and healing
equipment
High energy diagnostic and healing
equipment

The group comprises various types of equipment.

27

Printing equipment

This group covers mainly offset and letterpress printing machines. The actual
process is mostly mechanical motion, combined with fluid handling and climate
control

Group under processes covered by motion, fluid handling and climate
control

28

Sound and image processing equipment

Group under Audio and video equipment, consider to different
consumer and professional equipment

29
30

Sound processing equipment (incl. radio)
Boilers

31

Generating sets using fossil fuels

32

Textile/clothes industry machines and
equipment
Basic electronic unit parts

These are domestic and profession audio-video equipment. The group also
covers data transmission equipment
This group is both domestic and professional audio equipment
These are mostly steam generating boilers, used for various processes and
sectors. The first Working Plan study also mentions heat exchange units and
liquefiers
This describes a fairly homogeneous group for power production. Not
mentioned are other power generating equipment such as wind turbines, solar
PV, CHP, hydropower, heat driven gensets (ORC).
These are mostly motion and fluid handling processes
These are basic electronic parts

ErP of which environmental performance is difficult to assess
independently. Assumed covered by final products
Consider the difference in professional and home equipment, group
under ICT equipment

19

26

33
34

35
36
37

In-house networking, data
processing/storage and providing
equipment
Network equipment for data and
telecommunication
Aerials, antennas, radio navigation and
radar equipment
Signalling and alarm equipment

Move to new group ‘sensing & controlling’ and then general group
‘measurement equipment’
Cover processes by horizontal clusters
Combine them with other leisure equipment

This group covers only X-ray alpha, beta , gamma radiation equipment for
medical purposes.

These are desktops/laptops and various other data processing, I/O (keyboards),
storage (drives) equipment
These are routers, hubs, modems, etc.
This describes equipment for reception and transmission of radio-waves (incl.
radar)
A very heterogeneous group ranging from indicator panels to bicycle lights

45

Group under process heating boilers

Group under ‘power production’ and include alternative technologies

Group under motion processes etc.

Consider the difference in professional and home equipment, group
under ICT equipment
Some products should be grouped under ICT transmission equipment
Separate "process control” from signalling and safety lights, also
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40

Panels for controlling electric power
End equipment for data use (with net
connection)
End equipment for data use (without net
connection)
Water, steam, sand cleaning appliances

41

Packaging equipment

42

Lighting installations not yet covered

43
44

Mowers
Agricultural and farming machines and
equipment

45

Building / public works equipment

46

48

Electric instruments for testing/measuring
non electrical magnitudes
Machines for treatment of stone,
ceramics, concrete
Cashiers and ticketing machines

49

Plastics/rubber industry machines

50

Non-domestic dryers

51

Motor driven equipment for waste water,
hot water and chemical processes
Ventilation equipment for underground
infrastructure / special processes
Motors and motor-driven equipment for
traction/transportation
Other motors and motor driven
equipment
Water beds and swimming pools

39b

47

52
53
54
55
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Also control panels, but here limited to power supply only
Telephone equipment (landline), portable receivers, etc.
Very diverse group (pocket calculators, voice recorders)

separate building control from process controls
Combine with ‘process controls’
Consider the difference in professional and home equipment, group
under ICT equipment
Group under relevant headings

Pressure jets and sand-blasting equipment are forms of fluid handling, steam
blasting is an application of steam boilers.
Packaging machinery is mainly about motion (pneumatic, hydraulic, electric
motors) and some heat or fluid handling processes
Lighting installations (not tertiary/street or general) are limited to specialty
applications such as safety/emergency lighting and UV lighting. The control
systems should be mentioned as well
Covers self-propelling, hand-guided and handheld mowers
Self-propelled machinery should be excluded. Dairy machinery is mainly
motion, fluid handling, heating/refrigeration.
agricultural machinery is mainly motion and fluid handling (irrigation)
Covers both means of transport as other public works machinery for motion
and fluid handling (washing, ventilating)
These are mainly equipment for testing and measurement of physical /
chemical properties
Stone treatment machinery is mainly motion (homogenizing)

Group under pneumatic systems and fluid pumps (high power). If the
equipment is portable it is a handheld tool.
Group under processes covered by motion, fluid handling and climate
control
Give consideration to lighting (and signalling. visualisation) products
not addressed before

Cashier/ticketing equipment are electronic equipment for financial
transactions
Plastics machinery is manly motion (die-forming machinery, sheet forming
machinery, machining tools, joining machinery) and heating/cooling equipment
Non-domestic dryers are mainly heaters applied in process industries, they
could be electrical or fuel-fired
Waste water equipment is mainly fluid handling (pumps, fans, compressors)
and some motion (mixers, scrapers, transport, etc.)
Ventilation equipment for underground (infra)structures is a fluid handlingfans application for special operating conditions
This group covers motion (motor systems, transport) and fluid handling (fans)

Group under ICT equipment for professional users

This is a rest-group for products not covered by lot 11

Group under relevant headings

This lot combines two very different products. Swimming pools are more
complex than just water pumping (also heating, sanitation, filtering, lighting,
moisture control, etc.)

Group under relevant headings (swimming pools as leisure equipment,
waterbed as personal care)

46

group under relevant headings
group under relevant headings: transport apart from stationary
equipment (motion, fluid handling, etc.)
group under relevant headings: transport apart from stationary
equipment
move to sensing & controlling, general group measurement
equipment
group under relevant headings (motion, material handling, etc.)

Group under relevant headings (motion, heating, etc.)
Group under relevant headings (heating, etc.)
Group under relevant headings (motion, heating, etc.)
Group under special heading for motion (fans)
Group under special heading for motion
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56

Industrial equipment for special processes

This group describes various fluid handling (filtering), motion (vacuum vapour)
and heating equipment (distilling)

Group under relevant headings

57

Calendaring, rolling machines, centrifuges
and other special machines

This group covers various equipment in the group motion (calendaring, rope
making, centrifuges)

Group under relevant headings
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Suggestion for new ErP product grouping

In this section a new list for product grouping is suggested. The list is created following conclusions
from the preceding sections 2.1 to 2.4. Discussed below are the main findings per section.
2.5.1

General conclusions

Section 2.2 resulted in 838 Prodcom categories of energy-related products, structured according the
economic activities grouped per industrial sector. The main outcome of this step is a list that is very
complete. It is assumed that virtually all energy-related products are covered (although some
product category descriptions are indeed very generic).The list allows to some degree the
identification of which product categories have been dealt with before by Ecodesign policies.
Conclusion 1: A list of energy-related products that are not yet dealt with by Ecodesign policies
is produced
The list, being based on Prodcom product categories, is however not suited for product grouping.
Many products with identical functions appear in multiple categories, for the sole reason that the
categories follow the industrial sectors.
Therefore in section 2.3 the sectorial approach was abandoned in favour of a functional approach,
based on a top-down analysis of energy flows in the European Union. The benefit of this approach is
that the significance of product functions is starting to become visible and that a better insight in the
relative importance of functional product groups (e.g. motors, fans, pumps, space heating
equipment, consumer electronics) is provided. The split up per energy carrier can however not be
followed through in the final grouping, as the function of products is in principle unrelated to its
energy carrier. Therefore two conclusions can be drawn:
Conclusion 2: Product grouping can be based on product functions (moving, heating, etc.) and
in a hierarchy (first generic then specific functions)
Conclusion 3: The product function must remain energy neutral (no distinction between
electricity and fuel as energy carrier for identical functions)
In section 2.4 the product grouping as applied by the first Working Plan study is discussed. This
grouping appeared very much based on Prodcom categorisation, following a structure in which
industrial sectors could be easily recognised. There is however a lack of consistency (products with
very dissimilar functions are grouped into the same category) and the approach following industry
sectors is in many cases unnecessary (similar products appear in multiple places). Especially a
reduction in number of categories dedicated to industrial machinery (e.g. rolling mills, motor
systems, ovens, for various sectors) is very much called for.
However, the list also shows the need for a proper consideration of the context of the use, or more
explicitly: ErP products used in industrial processes (i.e. the primary and secondary sector) can be
treated separately from similar products in the tertiary/domestic sectors. One can understand that a
domestic (kitchen) oven is an entirely different product than the industrial ovens used in metal,
pulp/paper, plastics, food/drinks industry. For the grouping of products it was decided that a major
subdivision into “applications for primary/secondary sector” and “applications for tertiary/domestic”
provides much clarity as regards the context of use. Products for the primary/secondary sector are
products that are mostly products used to create other products. Products for the tertiary/domestic
sector are mainly products that are not involved in industrial processes. Of course certain products
may be used in all sectors, but as a whole the division makes sense.
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Conclusion 4: Product grouping according context of use: split groups into “primary/secondary
sector” or “tertiary/domestic sector”
Taking these four conclusions into account has lead to the following suggestion for product grouping.
The first hierarchical level is the product context (primary/secondary or tertiary/domestic), the
second hierarchical level is the primary function (e.g. movers, compressors, pumps, fans, heaters
(ovens, etc.)). The third level is adding detail to the primary function and helps to identify associated
products.
Also, the notion of a hierarchy in product description levels provides a more logical structure than a
straightforward list as applied in the first Working Plan study.
As required by the terms of reference in the tender specifications to this study, the product group list
should take into account the product groups covered by a completed or on-going Ecodesign policy
process. In former (draft) version(s) of this report these product groups 'dealt with' were included in
the table, indicated in ‘red’ text to facilitate discussions. It was envisaged that these 'red' products
will not be subject to further study in Task 3 and Task 4 (and all the implications thereof). In the final
table shown below these product groups already dealt with have been removed, so that only product
groups that are not yet dealt with remain visible.
In order to indicate the extended scope of the Directive 2009/125/EC compared to Directive
2005/32/EC examples of typical 'indirect Erp' are indicated in a different column from typical 'direct
ErP' (see section 1.1.3 for explanation of terms).
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Suggestion for product grouping

The table below gives a suggestion for product grouping of energy-related products not yet dealt with in the Ecodesign policy process.
Note: product groups that are identified as adequately covered by the Ecodesign policy process have been omitted!
Table 8: Suggested product grouping for Amended Working Plan
st

1

nd

nd

2

3 level

direct ErP (example products)

indirect ErP (example
products)

Primary sector (agriculture and mining)
for agricultural/forestry applications
mobile agricultural
machinery
stationary agricultural
equipment

various mobile equipment for soil cultivation (plough, tiller, rotovator, cultivator, etc.), planting (seeder,
etc.), fertilizing & pest control, harvesting / post-harvest, hay making, loading , etc. (includes mobile
machinery for horticultural and forestry)
various stationary equipment used in agricultural, horticultural and forestry applications (excluding
equipment already dealt with by Ecodesign policy process), for instance poultry incubators/brooders,
milking robots, etc.

for mining/construction applications
mobile construction
equipment
stationary construction
equipment

various moving equipment for mining & quarrying (dozers, crawlers), building construction (dozers,
scrapers, cranes), road construction (excavators, road rollers, etc.), tunnel construction (tunnel boring
machinery), bridges, dams & canal construction etc.
various stationary equipment used in construction applications, including mining and quarrying.
(excluding equipment already dealt with by Ecodesign policy process)

Secondary sector (manufacturing applications)
movers
logistic equipment

tooling equipment
material processing
equipment

(intra)logistic systems (address single materials handling product and complete turnkey systems. It
focuses on automation, control and IT, and integration of several types of materials handling equipment
into one system)
various moving equipment (ride-on, hand-guided or towed) for internal and external transport purposes.
Examples are: forklifts, mobile platforms, platform truck, airport people carrier, electric pallet jack,
telescopic handler, etc.
Note: This product group could also contain products from the tertiary sector, used for road/floor
cleaning etc.
includes laser-cutting, electrode shaping, water-jet cutting
homogenizing equipment (mixers, grinders, pulverizing, kneaders, etc.)
combining equipment (rolling, laminating, calendering)
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bonding equipment (gluing, fastening, ultrasonic welding, stitching, sewing)
mechanical drying equipment: spinning, centrifuging
dispersing, spraying, projecting equipment
various handheld / portable motor tools for professional and DIY use (lawn blowers, hand tools, etc.),

pumps
positive displacement
pumps

both reciprocating and rotary (for industrial processes and also hydraulic applications)

belts, gears, drives,
filters, piping /
connections

fluid distribution & end-use equipment
fluid handling

irrigation equipment, separators, reverse osmosis equipment, spraying equipment

valves, pipes,
connectors, sprays,
nozzles, filters

as applied in various household an tertiary equipment / appliances
as applied in various household an tertiary equipment / appliances

belts, gears, drives,
filters, piping /
ductwork

compressor, distribution, end-use equipment (spray guns, riveters, drills sand-blasting) incl. vacuum
pumps
hydraulic pump, distribution, end-use equipment (cylinders, actuators, power washer, etc.) incl. suction
pumps

belts, gears, drives,
terminal equipment

fans / blowers
small fans (< 125 W)
blower (pressure ratio >
1.1)

fluid power
pneumatic equipment
hydraulic equipment

electric power generation, storage and transport/distribution
medium/large electric
power generation and
storage
medium large electric
power
transport/distribution
small scale electric power
generation (<50 MW)
small scale electric power
storage (< 50 MW)
small scale power
distribution
power handling equipment

power generation and storage > 50 MW (fossil, nuclear, hydro and renewable fuels, separate or
combined)

waste heat recovery

cables for electric power transport and distribution (high to medium voltage, not low voltage
applications)
renewable energy installations: wind turbines, photovoltaic-, hydropower-, geothermal-, waste-heat
driven installations (e.g. Organic Rankine Cycles)
fossil fuel installations: CHP equipment and power generating sets
batteries, chemical accumulators, flywheels for UPS
power cables (low-voltage, for local distribution - within buildings)
non-utility power equipment (converters, inverters, transformers)
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industrial electrolysis
large scale electrolysis
equipment
small scale electrolysis
equipment

for instance used for aluminium production
for instance used for electrochemical surface treatment (electro galvanizing, chrome-plating, etc.)

(opto)chemical processes, laboratory processes
(opto)chemical process
equipment

for instance used for etching, vacuum deposition, wafer machines, etc.

industrial / process heat
process heating equipment
radiation process
equipment
thermal joining process
equipment

for instance used for distilling, drying, cleaning, sterilising
for instance used for UV curing systems, cleaning by heat treatment
for instance used for welding (gas arc, ultrasonic, IR, induction, laser, etc.))
for instance used for soldering, brazing

heat recovery
heat recovery

water heating, steam/vapour boilers
steam boilers

steam/vapour boilers (for chemical, paper, food production industry, etc.)

heat recovery,
moisture recovery

various equipment for climate of process conditions: process humidification (clean rooms, paper mill,
wood processing) and dehumidification

heat recovery,
moisture recovery

process climate conditioning
(de)humidification
equipment

sensing & controlling
process control
components
equipment for
measurement / testing
process diagnostic
equipment

control panels, switchboards, powered valves, dosing systems (solenoids, magnetic couplings, etc.)
measurement equipment for physical and chemical properties (weighing/scales, power meters, flow
meters, clocks/timers) and testing equipment - includes utility meters, parking meters
for instance X-ray equipment used for e.g. weld checking

Tertiary/domestic applications (services, incl. buildings)
lighting
safety and signalling
lighting equipment

lighting for emergency/safety lighting, traffic signalling,)

commercial lighting
equipment

illuminated displays, signs, electronic labels, decorative/festivity lighting (e.g. X-mas lighting etc.)

indoor climate
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for instance used for humidification, dehumidification, filtration, ionisation heating emitters, heating control
equipment
district heating space heating/cooling equipment

special purpose
ventilation

thermal insulation,
paints / window films,
shading, distribution
(ductwork, air vents /
flaps, filters, etc.)

for high temperature, safety, smoke extraction, etc.

building control, access and transport
building control & access
person transport

automatic doors, burglar alarms, fire/smoke alarms, thermostats, sensors, building automation systems
person transport (elevators, escalators, moving walkways, telerefics, etc.)

belts, gears, drives

sanitary water
equipment for heated
water applications
equipment for cold
water applications

showerheads and taps (indirect ErP)water purification/filtering equipment (anti-legionella)
district heating water heating equipment
toilets, taps, water dispensing equipment (horticultural products, cleaning products), water
purification/filtering

insulation, taps &
showerheads,
valves, waste water
re-use

food preparation and presentation/storage equipment
food presentation and
storage equipment
food/drink preparation
equipment

heated displays/service cabinets, catering equipment

thermal insulation

kitchen appliances (mixers, juicers, blenders for both domestic or professional use), coffee/tea makers (nondomestic only)

cleaning equipment
cleaning / hygienic
equipment

floor cleaning equipment (floor washing / mopping)
professional mobile (self-propelled) cleaning/service products: cleaning trucks, sweepers, snow graders, etc.
- Note: these products are related to 'industrial trucks' mentioned in the Secondary sector and could be
combined.

detergents, thermal
insulation

personal care
personal care

personal care (hair dryers, waterbed, motorised mattress support, massage, sauna, personal weighing scale,
clothes ironing products) for both domestic and tertiary applications

medical equipment
diagnostic imaging
equipment
therapeutic &support
equipment

for instance MRI, CT scan, X-ray and/or ultrasound equipment
for instance various equipment for life support, patient monitoring, therapeutic applications, etc.

leisure equipment
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music instruments, toys, animated displays, aquarium, sewing machines, hot tubs/whirlpools, sauna's for
both domestic and professional applications
stationary equipment such as swimming pools (including indoor pools), amusement parks, playground
equipment, etc.
mobile (outdoor) equipment/machinery, such as snowmobiles, quads, etc. (not belonging to group
'transport' which is excluded from scope)

data / communication equipment
domestic end-use
equipment
professional end-use
equipment
distribution of
data/communication
other radio wave
transmission /
positioning

consumer electronics (mostly limited to audio/video products and portable electronics not already dealt with
by Ecodesign process)
TV-A/V equipment (AV studio, camera's, equipment for PA/public address)
ICT equipment (blade servers, data storage, i/o, phone, local area network equipment)
financial transactions equipment (cashiers, ticketing, ATMs)
ICT transmission/distribution equipment (landlines and wireless) - for TV, radio, internet, phone, data (e.g.
base stations)
other radio wave equipment (radar/radio) for positioning, navigation, etc.
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Considerations regarding product grouping

Regarding means of transport and small spark ignited engines
The NRMM Directive (97/68/EEC, as amended by 2002/88/EC) covers small spark-ignition engines,
typically gasoline-fuelled engines, found in lawn and garden machines (hedge trimmers, brush
cutters, lawnmowers, garden tractors, snow blowers, etc.), in light-duty industrial machines
(generator sets, welders, pressure washers, etc.) and in light logging machines (chainsaws, log
splitters, shredders, etc.).
The small spark ignition engines can thus be grouped either as transport (i.e. garden tractors) vs.
non-transport (brush cutters) or as spark ignition equipment versus other power generators (electric
motors, etc.). For this study the grouping according function is used (transport, etc.) and not
according type of motor, so that different motor-technologies may exist in a single product group.
Regarding tertiary/domestic equipment:
Determining whether the equipment is for professional or for domestic use depends on the
“intended use” as indicated by the manufacturer. From purely functional perspective the difference
is not always that evident (many consumers like to use professional equipment, giving rise to the
term ‘prosumer’). The approach to combine domestic and professional equipment is followed in lot
22 (domestic and commercial ovens) and lot 23 (domestic and commercial hobs and grills).
Note that the preparatory studies show that not all studies were conducted on product groups at the
same hierarchical level. For example Lot 11 "Electric Motor systems" covers a tremendous amount of
products (and applications). whereas the study lot 17 " vacuum cleaners" represented a very small
contingent of energy-using products.
Regarding product group definitions
Task 3 (and later on Task 4) will consider 'direct ErP' and 'indirect ErP'. The draft report(s) indicated
that the suggested grouping of products were subject to change i.e. could change during the course
of the study. Task 3 (preliminary analysis) and Task 4 (elaborate analysis) provide more insight in the
definition of product groups and how balanced proposals for preparatory studies (especially the
scope of the study) are to be achieved, preferably with consultation of stakeholders directly involved.
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ANNEX 1: PREPARATORY STUDY PRODUCT GROUP DEFINITIONS AND PRODCOM NRS.
This table is an Annex to Task 2.2.3. It describes the product group descriptions as used in the
Ecodesign policy process, indicated with the closest match of Prodcom categories
Note: due to space constraints the product group and corresponding/closest Prodcom category are
not always horizontally aligned.
Preparatory studies
Product categories defined in Task
reports / Working Documents / Final
Policies
Lot 1 - Boilers and combi-boilers
Gas fired boilers
Oil fired boilers
Electric boilers
Boilers with water heating functions
Storage tanks used for central
heating water or sanitary hot water.
Boilers that produce electricity as a
by product of heat generation
Electric heat pumps (hydronic
heating)
Solar thermal systems (as part of
hydronic system)
Lot 2 - Water heaters
Electric Storage water heater
Electric Instantaneous water heater
Gas or oil-fired storage water heater
Gas or oil-fired instantaneous water
heater
Solar water heater
Heat pump water heater
Excluded: WH for biofuels, solid
fuels, large combustion plants,
district heating, from waste heat,
equipment for room heating (not CH)
Lot 3 - PC and computer monitors
Desktop computers
Notebook computers
Integrated Desktop computers

Source

Table 9: Product groups of the Ecodesign policy process matched with Prodcom
Prodcom
2009

Prodcom description

Working document 2009
25211200
Boilers for central heating other than those of
HS 84.02

Status

covered

25291120

Storage tanks with heat insulation

covered

28251380

Heat pumps other than air conditioning
machines of HS 8415

covered

Working Document June 2010
27512550
Electric water heaters (including storage
water heaters) (excluding instantaneous)
27512530
Electric instantaneous water heaters

covered
covered

27521400

Non-electric instantaneous or storage water
heaters

covered

28251380

Heat pumps other than air conditioning
machines of HS 8415
Boilers for central heating other than those of
HS 84.02

covered

25211200

Working Document Dec 2009
26201300
Desk top PCs
26201100
Laptop PCs and palm-top organisers
26201500
Other digital automatic data processing
machines whether or not containing in the
same housing one or two of the following
units: storage units, input/output units

covered

covered
covered
to consider

Workstations
Thin clients
Small-scale servers
Servers
Lot 3 - Monitors
Computer monitor

Working Document Dec 2009
26403460
Flat panel video monitor, LCD or plasma, etc.,
without tuner (colour video monitors)
(excluding with cathode-ray tube)
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26201500

Other digital automatic data processing
machines whether or not containing in the
same housing one or two of the following
units: storage units, input/output units

covered

26403440
26403480

Colour video monitors with cathode-ray tube
Black and white or other monochrome video
monitors

covered

Excluded: Other Electronic display

Lot 4 - Imaging Equipment
Copiers

Faxes
Printers
Scanners
Multi function devices

Proposal Voluntary Agreement 19 Feb 2010
26201640
Printers, copying machines and facsimile
machines, capable of connecting to an
automatic data processing machine or to a
network (excluding printing machinery used
for printing by means of plates, cylinders and
other components, and machines performing
two or more of the functions of printing,
copying or facsimile transmission)

26201800

Machines which perform two or more of the
functions of printing, copying or facsimile
transmission, capable of connecting to an
automatic data processing machine or to a
network
Photo-copying apparatus incorporating an
optical system or of the contact type and
thermo-copying apparatus

28232100

Lot 5 - Televisions
Television sets (display,
tuner(s)/receiver(s) and additional
functions for data storage/display)
Television monitors

Lot 6 - Standby and Off-mode losses of
EuPs
Household appliances

Commission Regulation 642/2009 (22.7.2009)
26402090
Other television receivers, whether or not
combined with radio-broadcast receivers or
sound or video recording or reproduction
apparatus n.e.c.
26402091
Other television receivers, whether or not
combined with radio-broadcast receivers or
sound or video recording or reproduction
apparatus n.e.c.
Commission Regulation 1275/2008 (17.12.2008)
Washing machines, Clothes dryers, Dish
washing machines
Electric ovens, Electric hot plates, Microwave
ovens, Toasters, Fryers, Grinders, coffee
machines, equipment for opening/sealing
containers or packages, Electric knives,
Electric knives, Other appliances
Hair drying, tooth brushing, Scales, massage
and other body care appliances

Cooking appliances

Personal care appliances
Information technology equipment
intended primarily for use in the
domestic environment
Consumer equipment

Radio sets, Television sets, Video cameras,
Video recorders, Hi-fi recorders, Audio
amplifiers, Home theatre systems, Musical
instruments, And other equipment for the
purpose of recording or reproducing sound or
images including signals or other,
technologies for the distribution of sound and
image other than by telecommunications
leisure and sports equipment, Electric trains

Toys
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covered

covered

covered

covered
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or car racing sets, Hand-held video game
consoles, Sports equipment with electric or
electronic components, Other toys leisure
and sport equipment,
Lot 7 - External power supplies
External power supplies, from mains
AC to lower voltage AC/DC

Commission Regulation 278/2009 (16.4.2009)
27115040
Power supply units for telecommunication
apparatus, automatic data-processing
machines and units thereof

covered

Excluded: low voltage converters,
halogen lighting convertors, UPS,
battery chargers, ext. power supplies
for medical eq., spare parts
Lot 8/9- Tertiary Lighting
Double capped fluorescent lamps
Single capped fluorescent lamps
High intensity discharge lamps
Ballasts for FL
(several exemptions apply)
Excluded: lamps/luminaires not for
general lighting, emergency lighting,
other -safety- lighting
Excluded: specific lamp types
Lamps that are not white light
sources
Lamps that are directional light
sources
Blended high intensity discharge
lamps
High intensity discharge lamps with
Tc > 7000K
high intensity discharge lamps having
a specific effective UV output >
2mW/klm
high intensity discharge lamps not
having lamp cap E27, E40, PGZ12
Lot 10 - Room air conditioning
appliances, local air coolers and comfort
fans
air conditioners with a rated capacity
of = 12kW
comfort fans with an electric fan
power input = 125W

Commission Regulation 245/2009 (13.4.2009) amended by
347/2009 (21.4.2010)
27401510
Fluorescent hot cathode discharge lamps,
with double ended cap (excluding ultraviolet
lamps)
27401530
Fluorescent hot cathode discharge lamps
(excluding ultraviolet lamps, with double
ended cap)
27401550
Other discharge lamps (excluding ultraviolet
lamps)
27115015
Ballasts for discharge lamps or tubes
(excluding inductors)
27115013
Inductors for discharge lamps or tubes

covered

covered
covered
covered

Working document Nov 2010
28251220

Window or wall air conditioning systems, selfcontained or split-systems
Table, floor, wall, window, ceiling or roof fans,
with a self-contained electric motor of an
output <= 125 W
Heat pumps other than air conditioning
machines of HS 8415

27511530
28251380

Lot 10 - Residential ventilation and
kitchen hoods
Ventilation units include fans with
electric power input of less than 125
W
Ventilation heat recovery systems
Range hoods

covered

covered
covered

covered

Working document Dec 2010

27511580

Ventilating or recycling hoods incorporating a
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fan, with a maximum horizontal side <= 120
cm
Lot 11 - Electric motors
single speed, three-phase, squirrel
cage, electric motor 0,75-375 kW,
with 2-6 poles, up to 1000 V

Commission Regulation 640/2009 (22.7.2009)
27112403
Multi-phase AC motors of an output > 0.75
kW but <= 7.5 kW
27112405

Multi-phase AC motors of an output > 7.5 kW
but <= 37 kW
Multi-phase AC motors of an output > 37 kW
but <= 75 kW
Multi-phase AC traction motors of an output
> 75 kW
Multi-phase AC motors of an output > 75 kW
but <= 375 kW (excluding traction motors)

27112407
27112530
27112540
Lot 11 - Circulators
Glandless circulators

Commission Regulation 641/2009 (22.7.2009)
28131417
Glandless impeller pumps for heating systems
and warm water supply

Lot 11 - Pumps
Submersible multi-stage

Working Document May 2008
28131415
Submersible motor, multi-stage rotodynamic
pumps
28131451
Centrifugal pumps with a discharge outlet
diameter > 15 mm, single-stage with a single
entry impeller, close coupled
28131453
Centrifugal pumps with a discharge outlet
diameter > 15 mm, single stage with a single
entry impeller, long coupled
28131460
Centrifugal pumps with a discharge outlet
diameter > 15 mm, multi-stage (including selfpriming)

Single-stage end suction

Vertical multi-stage

Lot 11 - Fans
Axial fans > 125 W

Centrifugal fans > 125 W

Other fans (mixed flow, tangential) >
125 W

Lot 12 - Commercial refrigerators and
freezers
Remote or Plug-in Refrigerated
Display Cabinet

Working Document June 2010
28252030
Axial fans (excluding table, floor, wall,
window, ceiling or roof fans with a selfcontained electric motor of an output <= 125
W)
28252050
Centrifugal fans (excluding table, floor, wall,
window, ceiling or roof fans with a selfcontained electric motor of an output <= 125
W)
28252070
Fans (excluding table, floor, wall, ceiling or
roof fans with a self-contained electric motor
of an output <= 125 W, axial fans, centrifugal
fans)

covered

covered
covered
covered
covered

covered

covered
covered

covered

covered

to consider

to consider

to consider

Working document April 2010
28251335

Remote or Plug-in freezer Display
Cabinet

28251333

Cold Vending Machine (beverage
coolers)
Excluded are: household cold
appliances, wine cellars, walk-in cold
rooms, chilled drink dispensers, ice-

(28294330)
28251340
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Refrigerated show-cases and counters
incorporating a refrigerating unit or
evaporator (excluding for frozen food
storage)
Refrigerated show-cases and counters
incorporating a refrigerating unit or
evaporator for frozen food storage
Automatic goods-vending machines
incorporating heating or refrigerating devices
Deep-freezing refrigerating furniture
(excluding chest freezers of a capacity <= 800
litres, upright freezers of a capacity <= 900

covered

covered

to consider
to consider
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cream makers, ice-makers

Lot 13 - Domestic refrigerators and
freezers
Refrigerator without other
compartments
Refrigerator-cellar
Refrigerator-chiller and Refrigerator
with a 0 star compartment
Refrigerator with a 1/2/3 star
compartment
Refrigerator-freezer
Upright freezer
Chest freezer
Multi-use and other refrigerating
appliances
Excluded: Cellar and wine storage
appliances
Lot 14 - Domestic washing machines
Household washing machines
(indicative capacity 3-10 kg)
Lot 14 - Domestic Dishwashers
Household dishwashers
(approximately 4-16 place settings)
Lot 15 - Solid fuel small combustion
installations
Open fireplace
Closed fireplace
Traditional cooker
Traditional stove

Modern stove
Small manual boiler
Small automatic boiler
medium automatic boiler

Lot 16 - Laundry driers
electric household tumble drier (incl.
built-in)
gas-fired household tumble drier
Excluded are: household combined
washer-drier, household spinextractor

(version 16 December 2011)

litres)
Refrigerating furniture (excluding for deepfreezing, show-cases and counters
incorporating a refrigerating unit or
evaporator)

28251350

covered

Commission Regulation 643/2009 (22.7.2009)

27511133

Household-type refrigerators (including
compression-type, electrical absorption-type)
(excluding built-in)
Compression-type built-in refrigerators

27511135

27511110

Combined refrigerators-freezers, with
separate external doors
Upright freezers of a capacity <= 900 litres
Chest freezers of a capacity <= 800 litres

27511170
27511150

covered

covered

covered
covered
covered

Commission Regulation 1015/2010 (10.11.2010)
27511300

Clothes washing and drying machines, of the
household type

covered

Commission Regulation 1016/2010 (10.11.2010)
27511200

Household dishwashing machine

covered

Task 5 preparatory study July 2009

27521270

Iron or steel solid fuel domestic appliances,
including heaters, grates, fires and braziers
(excluding cooking appliances and plate
warmers)

covered

25211200

Boilers for central heating other than those of
HS 84.02

covered

27521190

Other domestic cooking appliances and plate
warmers, of iron or steel or of copper, non
electric

covered

Working document June 2010
27511300

Clothes washing and drying machines, of the
household type
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Lot 17 - Vacuum cleaners
domestic vacuum cleaners,
connected to mains or battery
operated, but excluding hand-held
Excluded are: wet vacuum cleaners,
industrial/commercial vac. cleaners,
robot machines, hand-held,
sweepers, central
Lot 18 - Complex set-top boxes
Basic complex set top box with sd

Complex STB with SD and HDD
Complex STB with SD, HDD, Second
tuner, return path
Basic complex set top box with HD
Complex STD with HD and HDD
Complex STD with HD and HDD,
Second tuner, return path
Lot 18 a Simple Set-top boxes
SSTB without any additional features:

SSTB with an integrated hard drive:
Lot 19 - General lighting (nondirectional)
Incandescent lamp

(version 16 December 2011)

Working document June 2010
27512123
Vacuum cleaners with a self-contained
electric motor of a power <= 1 500 W and
having a dust bag or other receptacles
capacity <= 20 l
27512125
Other vacuum cleaners with a self-contained
electric motor

Working Document Oct 2009
26402020
Tuner blocks for CTV/VCR and cable TV
receiver units (colour video tuners) (excluding
those which isolate high-frequency television
signals)
26402090
Other TV receivers

Commission Regulation 107/2009 (4.2.2009)
26402020
Tuner blocks for CTV/VCR and cable TV
receiver units (colour video tuners) (excluding
those which isolate high-frequency television
signals)
26402090
Other TV receivers

covered

covered

covered

covered

covered

Commission Regulation 244/2009 (18.3.2009)
27401293

Halogen lamp

27401295

Fluorescent lamp

27401300

Excluded:

27401490
27401510

Tungsten halogen filament lamps, for a
voltage > 100 V (excluding ultraviolet and
infra-red lamps, for motorcycles and motor
vehicles)
Tungsten halogen filament lamps for a
voltage <= 100 V (excluding ultraviolet and
infrared lamps, for motorcycles and motor
vehicles)
Filament lamps of a power <= 200 W and for a
voltage > 100 V including reflector lamps
(excluding ultraviolet, infrared lamps,
tungsten halogen filament lamps and sealed
beam lamp units)
Filament lamps n.e.c.
Fluorescent hot cathode discharge lamps,
with double ended cap (excluding ultraviolet
lamps)
Fluorescent hot cathode discharge lamps
(excluding ultraviolet lamps, with double
ended cap)

27401530

Lot 19 - Directional lighting
Luminaires
Reflector lamps
LEDs

Working document September 2010

Lot 20 - Local room heating products
Convector heaters

Task 1 preparatory study Oct 2010
27512650
Electric radiators, convection heaters and
heaters or fires with built-in fans
27512690
Other electric space heaters
27512691
Other electric space heaters

Oil filled heaters
Fan heaters

covered

27401100
26112220

Sealed beam lamp units
Semiconductor light emitting diodes (LEDs)
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Radiant heaters
Storage heaters

Fireplaces (Electric, gas, liquid fired)

27512692
27512630
27521233

Other electric space heaters
Electric storage heating radiators
Iron or steel gas domestic appliances with an
exhaust outlet, including heaters, grates, fires
and braziers, for both gas and other fuels
(excluding cooking appliances and plate
warmers)
Iron or steel gas domestic appliances,
including heaters, grates, fires and braziers,
for both gas and other fuels radiators
(excluding cooking appliances, plate warmers
and appliances with an exhaust outlet)
Iron or steel liquid fuel domestic appliances,
including heaters, grates, fires and braziers
(excluding cooking appliances and plate
warmers)
Air heaters or hot air distributors n.e.c., of
iron or steel, non-electric

27521235

27521250

Industrial unit heaters (Electric, gas,
liquid fired)
Air doors/ Curtains ( Electric and gas
fired)
Thin film/ cable heating system
Lot 21 - Central heating products
Direct Fired gas furnaces
indirect fired gas furnaces
Electrical Furnaces

Heat pumps (above 12 KW cooling
capacity
Air handling
Lot 22 - Domestic and commercial ovens
Domestic electric oven
Domestic gas oven
Domestic Microwave oven
Commercial electric combi oven

Commercial gas combi steamer

27521300

Task 1 preparatory study Oct 2010
28211130
Furnace burners for liquid fuel
28211150
Furnace burners for solid fuel or gas
(including combination burners)
28251270
Air conditioning machines not containing a
refrigeration unit; central station air handling
units; vav boxes and terminals, constant
volume units and fan coil units
28251380
Heat pumps other than air conditioning
machines of HS 8415
27521300
Air heaters or hot air distributors n.e.c., of
iron or steel, non-electric
Task 5 Preparatory study Oct 2010
27512700
Domestic microwave ovens
27512870
Domestic electric ovens for building-in
27512890
Domestic electric ovens (excluding those for
building-in, microwave ovens)
27521113
Iron or steel gas domestic cooking appliances
and plate warmers, with an oven (including
those with subsidiary boilers for central
heating, separate ovens for both gas and
other fuels)
27512810
Domestic electric cookers with at least an
oven and a hob (including combined gaselectric appliances)

28931580

Lot 23 - Domestic and commercial hobs
and grills
Domestic Electric Hob

(version 16 December 2011)

Non-domestic equipment for cooking or
heating food (excluding non-electric tunnel
ovens, non-electric bakery ovens, non-electric
percolators)

covered
covered
covered

covered

covered

covered

covered
covered
covered

covered
covered

covered
covered
covered
covered

covered

covered

Task 5 Preparatory study Oct 2010
27521190

Other domestic cooking appliances and plate
warmers, of iron or steel or of copper, non
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Domestic gas hob

27512810

Mixed hob
Gas grill

27512833
27512835

Electric radiant grill
Electric contact grill

27512850
27521115

Commercial - to be added

28931580

(version 16 December 2011)

electric
Domestic electric cookers with at least an
oven and a hob (including combined gaselectric appliances)
Domestic electric hobs for building-in
Domestic electric cooking plates, boiling rings
and hobs (excluding hobs for building-in)
Domestic electric grills and roasters
Iron or steel gas domestic cooking appliances
and plate warmers (including those with
subsidiary boilers for central heating, for both
gas and other fuels; excluding those with
ovens)
Non-domestic equipment for cooking or
heating food (excluding non-electric tunnel
ovens, non-electric bakery ovens, non-electric
percolators)

Lot 24 - Professional Dishwashers
Dishwashers with water change
system
Dishwashers with tank systems One-tank dishwasher
Multi-tank dishwashers transport
dishwasher

Final Report Nov 2010
28295000
Non-domestic dish-washing machines

Lot 24 - Professional Laundry machines
and dryers
Semi-professional dryer, Condenser

Task 7 Preparatory study Jan 2011
28942230

Semi-professional dryer air vented

28942270

Professional Cabinet dryer
Professional tumble dryer
(<15 kg)

28942300
28993150

Household or laundry-type washing machines
of a dry linen capacity > 10 kg (including
machines that both wash and dry)
Drying machines, of a dry linen capacity > 10
kg
Centrifugal clothes-dryers
Non-domestic dryers (excluding those for
agricultural products, those for wood, paper
pulp, paper or paperboard)

covered

covered
covered
covered
covered

covered

covered

covered

covered
covered
covered

Professional tumble dryer
(15 - 40 kg)
Professional tumble dryer
(>40 kg)
Pass-through (transfer) tumble dryer
Lot 25 - Non-tertiary coffee machines
Coffee maker - compression
Coffee maker - Percolating
Coffee maker - Filtration
Coffee maker - Vacuum

Task 1-3 Preparatory study Nov 2010

Lot 26 - Networked standby losses
Home Gateway, Home Desktop PC,
Home Notebook PC, Home NAS,
Game Console, Complex TV, Complex
STB, Complex Player/Recorder, Office
Desktop PC, Office Notebook PC,
ENTR Lot 1 - Refrigerating and freezing
equipment
Service cabinets
blast cabinets
walk-in cold rooms
(industrial) process chillers
remote condensing units
Excluded are: ice-cream makers, ice-

Final Report Preparatory study Dec 2010
(26122000) Network communications equipment (e.g.
hubs, routers, gateways) for LANS and WANS
and sound, video, network and similar cards
for automatic data processing machines

to consider

Final Report Summary Oct 2010
same Prodcom as Lot 12
same Prodcom as Lot 12
same Prodcom as Lot 12
same Prodcom as Lot 12
same Prodcom as Lot 12
Automatic goods-vending machines

28294330
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makers
ENTR Lot 2 - Distribution and power
transformers
Distribution transformer 400 kVA

incorporating heating or refrigerating devices
Final Report Preparatory study Feb 2011
27114120

Industry oil transformer 1 MVA

27114150

Industry dry transformer 1,25 MVA

27114150

Power transformer 100 MVA

27114180

DER oil transformer 2 MVA

27114240

DER dry transformer 2 MVA

27114260

Smaller industrial
separation/isolation transformer 16
kVA

27114330

Liquid dielectric transformers having a power
handling capacity = 650 kVA
Liquid dielectric transformers having a power
handling capacity > 650 kVA but = 1 600 kVA
Liquid dielectric transformers having a power
handling capacity > 1 600 kVA but = 10 000
kVA
Liquid dielectric transformers having a power
handling capacity > 10 000 kVA
Other transformers, nes, power handling
capacity = 1 kVA
Other transformers, nes, 1 kVA < power
handling capacity = 16 kVA
Transformers, nes, 16 kVA < power handling
capacity < 500 kVA

27114380
ENTR Lot 3 - Sound and imaging
equipment
Video Player
Video Recorder
Projector
Games consoles
ENTR Lot 4 - Industrial and Laboratory
furnaces and ovens
Laboratory Furnaces
Laboratory ovens

(version 16 December 2011)

Transformers, nes, power handling capacity >
500 kVA

covered
covered
covered

covered
covered
covered
covered

covered

Final report Dec 2010
26403300

Video camera recorders and other video
recording or reproducing apparatus

26403420
26406000

Video projectors
Video games of a kind used with a television
receiver

covered

covered
covered

Task 1-3 preparatory study June 2010
28211130
28211150

Sterilizer ovens

28211170

Metal melting furnaces

28211230

Metal heat treatment furnaces

28211270

waste incinerators
induction furnace

28211330
28211351

tunnel furnace

28211353

bakery/biscuit ovens
smelting furnaces

28211357
28931530

Batch furnace for ceramics

28931580

Furnace burners for liquid fuel
Furnace burners for solid fuel or gas
(including combination burners)
Mechanical stokers (including their
mechanical grates, mechanical ash
dischargers and similar appliances)
Non-electric furnaces and ovens for the
roasting, melting or other heat-treatment of
ores, pyrites or of metals
Industrial or laboratory furnaces and ovens,
non-electric, including incinerators (excluding
those for the roasting, melting or other heat
treatment of ores, pyrites or metals, bakery
ovens, drying ovens and ovens for cracking
operations)
Electric bakery and biscuit ovens
Resistance heated industrial or laboratory
furnaces and ovens (excluding bakery and
biscuit ovens)
Electrical industrial/ laboratory furnaces/
ovens, induction/ dielectric heating
equipment. Including dielectric furnaces/
ovens excluding infra-red radiation ovens,
resistance heated furnaces/ovens
Electric infra-red radiation ovens
Bakery ovens, including biscuit ovens, nonelectric
Non-domestic equipment for cooking or
heating food (excluding non-electric tunnel
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covered

covered
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covered

covered
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Glass melting furnace

32501150

Glass annealing furnace
Infrared ovens

32501200
28211355

(version 16 December 2011)

ovens, non-electric bakery ovens, non-electric
percolators)
Instruments and appliances used in dental
sciences (excluding drill engines)
Medical, surgical or laboratory sterilizers
Electrical industrial/laboratory
furnaces/ovens, induction/dielectric heating
equipment. including dielectric
furnaces/ovens excluding infra-red radiation
ovens, resistance heated furnaces/ovens

Hydrocarbon cracker
Cement kiln
Lime kiln
ENTR Lot 5 - Machine tools and related
machinery
various shaping tools for metal,
wood, other materials

Draft voluntary agreement CECIMO Nov 2009

ENTR Lot 6 - Tertiary ventilation
Small extraction fan (local exhaust)

Task 1 preparatory study June 2010
27511530
Table, floor, wall, window, ceiling or roof fans,
with a self-contained electric motor of an
output <= 125 W

Rooftop/boxed ventilation units
(central exhaust or central supply).
Local heat recovery ventilation
(LHRV) unit:
Central heat recovery ventilation
(CHRV) unit
Air Handling Unit (AHU):

ENTR Lot 6 - Tertiary Air Conditioning
chillers (fan coils end terminal eq.)
AHU's (central AC)

VRF / multi-split AC
end terminal equipment (fan coils,
VAV terminals)
cooling towers
Medical imaging equipment
Computer Tomography (CT)
Ultrasound
X-Ray

covered
covered
covered

(see overview at end of this table)

many
Prodcom
numbers.

covered

(28251130)

Heat exchange units

to consider

28251270

Air conditioning machines not containing a
refrigeration unit; central station air handling
units; vav boxes and terminals, constant
volume units and fan coil units

covered

Task 1 preparatory study June 2010
28251250
Air conditioning machines with refrigeration
unit (excluding those used in motor vehicles,
self-contained or split-systems machines)
28251270
Air conditioning machines not containing a
refrigeration unit; central station air handling
units; vav boxes and terminals, constant
volume units and fan coil units

28296030

Cooling towers and similar plant for direct
cooling by means of recirculated water

covered

covered

covered

Draft voluntary agreement COCIR Nov 2009
(32501355
(26601115

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
Nuclear Medicine.
Excluded: other diathermic medical
equipment ("diathermic" is more
generic than medical imaging etc.)
Excluded: other X-ray equipment (Xray can be used for both

66

Diathermic apparatus (including ultrasonic)
Apparatus based on the use of X-rays, for
medical, surgical, dental or veterinary uses
(including radiography and radiotherapy
apparatus)

to consider
to consider
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imaging/diagnostic
(radiology/radiography) and
therapeutic purposes (radiotherapy))
Lot 27 - Uninterruptible power supplies
Uninterruptible power supplies (not
further defined)

Tender
no
Prodcom

Lot 28/29 Pumps (other than Lot 11)
Pumps for private and public waste
water
pumps for fluids with high solids
content

Tender
(28131220)

Pumps for private and public
swimming pools, Ponds, fountains
and aquariums
Water pumps larger than regulated
under lot 11

(28131250
(28131280

to consider
to consider
to consider

(28131320
(28131340

Positive displacement reciprocating pumps,
diaphragm
Positive displacement pumps, rotary, gear
Positive displacement pumps, rotary, vane

(28131360

Positive displacement pumps, rotary, screw

to consider

(28131380

Positive displacement pumps, rotary
(including peristaltic, rotary lobe and helical
rotor pumps) (excluding hydraulic units, gear
pumps, vane pumps, screw pumps)
Submersible motor, single-stage rotodynamic
drainage and sewage pumps
Glandless impeller pumps for heating systems
and warm water supply
Rotodynamic pumps <= 15mm discharge
Centrifugal pumps with a discharge outlet
diameter > 15 mm, channel impeller pumps,
side channel pumps, peripheral pumps and
regenerative pumps
Centrifugal pumps with a discharge outlet
diameter > 15 mm, single-stage with double
entry impeller
Centrifugal pumps with a discharge outlet
diameter > 15 mm, multi-stage (including selfpriming)
Rotodynamic single-stage mixed flow or axial
pumps
Rotodynamic multi-stage mixed flow or axial
pumps
Other liquid pumps, liquid elevators
Rotary piston vacuum pumps, sliding vane
rotary pumps, molecular drag pumps, Roots
pumps, diffusion pumps, cryopumps and
adsorption pumps
Liquid ring

to consider

Electric motors of an output <= 37.5 W
(including synchronous motors <= 18 W,
universal AC/DC motors, AC and DC motors)
DC motors and generators of an output > 37.5
W but <= 750 W (excluding starter motors for
internal combustion engines)
DC motors and generators of an output > 0.75
kW but <= 7.5 kW (excluding starter motors

to consider

(28131413
(28131417
(28131420
(28131430

(28131455
(28131460
(28131471
(28131475
(28131480
(28132170

(28132190

Lot 30 - Other electric motors (outside
Regulation 640/2009)
Special purpose inverter duty motors

Positive displacement reciprocating pumps,
dosing and proportioning
In-line reciprocating piston pumps

to consider
to consider

to consider
to consider
to consider
to consider

to consider

to consider

to consider
to consider
to consider
to consider

to consider

Tender
(27111010

Asynchronous servo motors

(27111030

Permanent magnet motors

(27111053
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Motors cooled by their load (Fans)

(27111055

Motors and products under article 1

(27111070

Drives, such as soft starters, torque
or variable speed drives

(27111090

Motors from 750 KW - 1000KW

(27112100
(27112230
(27112250
(27112300
(27112560
(27112590

Lot 31 - Compressors (outside Regulation
640/2009)
(large) Compressors
Small compressors

for internal combustion engines)
DC motors and generators of an output > 7.5
kW but <= 75 kW (excluding starter motors
for internal combustion engines)
DC motors and generators of an output > 75
kW but <= 375 kW (excluding starter motors
for internal combustion engines)
DC motors and generators of an output > 375
kW (excluding starter motors for internal
combustion engines)
Universal AC/DC motors of an output > 37.5
W
Single-phase AC motors of an output <= 750
W
Single-phase AC motors of an output > 750 W
Multi-phase AC motors of an output <= 750 W
Multi-phase AC motors of an output > 375 kW
but <= 750 kW (excluding traction motors)
Multi-phase AC motors of an output > 750 kW
(excluding traction motors)

to consider

to consider

to consider

to consider
to consider
to consider
to consider
to consider
to consider

Tender
(28132300)
(28132400
(28132530
(28132550
(28132630
(28132650
(28132670
(28132690
(28132730
(28132753
(28132755
(28132800

ENTR Lot 5 - Machine tools and related
machinery
various shaping tools for metal,
wood, other materials

(version 16 December 2011)

Compressors for refrigeration equipment
Air compressors mounted on a wheeled
chassis for towing
Turbo-compressors, single stage
Turbo-compressors, multistage
Reciprocating displacement compressors
having a gauge pressure capacity <= 15 bar,
giving a flow <= 60 m3/hour
Reciprocating displacement compressors
having a gauge pressure capacity <= 15 bar,
giving a flow per hour > 60 m3
Reciprocating displacement compressors
having a gauge pressure capacity > 15 bar,
giving a flow per hour <= 120 m3
Reciprocating displacement compressors
having a gauge pressure capacity > 15 bar,
giving a flow per hour > 120 m3
Rotary displacement compressors, singleshaft
Multi-shaft screw compressors
Multi-shaft compressors (excluding screw
compressors)
Air/gas compressors excluding air/vacuum
pumps used in refrigeration, air compressors
mounted on wheeled chassis, turbo
compressors, reciprocating and rotary
displacement compressors

covered
to consider
to consider
to consider
to consider

to consider

to consider

to consider

to consider
to consider
to consider
to consider

Draft voluntary agreement CECIMO Nov 2009
28294200

Calendaring or other rolling machines,
excluding metal or glass
Machinery and apparatus for soldering,
brazing, welding or surface tempering
(excluding hand-held blow pipes and electric

28297090
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machines and apparatus)
Machine-tools for working any material by
removal of material, operated by laser or
other light or photon beam processes
Machine-tools for working any material by
removal of material, operated by ultrasonic
processes (excluding machines for the
manufacture of semiconductor devices or of
electronic integrated circuits)
Machine tools for working any material by
removal of material, operated by electrodischarge processes
Machine-tools for working any material by
removal of material, operated by electrochemical, electron-beam, ionic-beam or
plasma arc processes
Machine tools for working any material by
removal of material, operated by ultrasonic
processes, for the manufacture of
semiconductor devices or of electronic
integrated circuits
Horizontal machining centres for working
metal
Vertical machining centres for working metal
(including combined horizontal and vertical
machining centres)
Unit construction machines (single station)
for working metal
Multi-station transfer machines for working
metal
Numerically controlled horizontal lathes,
turning centres, for removing metal
Numerically controlled horizontal lathes,
automatic lathes, for removing metal
(excluding turning centres)
Numerically controlled horizontal lathes, for
removing metal (excluding turning centres,
automatic lathes)
Non-numerically controlled horizontal lathes,
for removing metal
Lathes, including turning centres, for
removing metal (excluding horizontal lathes)
Numerically controlled drilling machines for
working metal (excluding way-type unit head
machines)
Numerically controlled knee-type milling
machines for working metal (excluding
boring-milling machines)
Numerically controlled tool-milling machines
for working metal (excluding boring-milling
machines, knee-type machines)
Numerically controlled milling machines for
working metal (including plano-milling
machines) (excluding boring-milling machines,
knee-type, tool-milling machines)
Way-type unit heads for working metal by
drilling, boring, milling, threading or tapping
Non-numerically controlled drilling machines
for working metal (excluding way-type unit
head machines)
Numerically controlled boring and boringmilling machines for working metal (excluding
drilling machines)

28411110
28411130

28411150
28411170

28411180

28411220
28411240
28411250
28411270
28412123
28412127
28412129
28412140
28412160
28412213
28412217
28412223
28412225

28412233
28412235
28412240
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covered

covered

covered
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covered
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covered
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Non-numerically controlled boring and
boring-milling machines for working metal
(excluding drilling machines)
Non-numerically controlled milling machines
for working metal (excluding boring-milling
machines)
Threading or tapping machines for working
metal (excluding drilling machines)
Numerically controlled flat-surface grinding
machines for working metal, in which the
positioning in any one axis can be set up to a
minimum accuracy of 0.01mm
Numerically controlled cylindrical surface
grinding machines for working metal, in which
the positioning in any one axis can be set up
to a minimum accuracy of 0.01mm
Other numerically controlled grinding
machines in which the positioning in any one
axis can be set up to accuracy >0.01mm
Non-numerically controlled flat-surface
grinding machines for working metal, in which
the positioning in any one axis can be set up
to a minimum accuracy of 0.01mm
Non-numerically controlled cylindrical surface
grinding machines for working metal, in which
the positioning in any one axis can be set up
to a minimum accuracy of 0.01mm
Grinding machines for working metal, any one
axis can be set to an accuracy >=0.01mm
excluding flat-surface grinding machines,
cylindrical surface grinding machines
Numerically controlled sharpening (tool or
cutter grinding) machines for working metal
Non-numerically controlled sharpening (tool
or cutter grinding) machines for working
metal
Honing or lapping machines for working metal
Machines for deburring or polishing metal
(excluding gear finishing machines)
Broaching machines for working metal
Gear cutting, gear grinding or gear finishing
machines, for working metals, metal carbides
or cermets (excluding planing, slotting and
broaching machines)
Sawing or cutting-off machines for working
metal
Planing, shaping or slotting machines and
other machine-tools working by removing
metal or cermets, n.e.c.
Numerically controlled bending, folding,
straightening or flattening machines for
working flat metal products (including
presses)
Numerically controlled bending, folding,
straightening or flattening machines for
working metal (including presses) (excluding
those for working flat metal products)
Non-numerically controlled bending, folding,
straightening or flattening machines for
working flat metal products (including
presses)
Non-numerically controlled bending, folding,
straightening or flattening machines for

28412270
28412280
28412305

28412315

28412325
28412335

28412345

28412355

28412365
28412375
28412385
28412395
28412410
28412430

28412470
28412490
28413120

28413140

28413160

28413180
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working metal (including presses) (excluding
those for working flat metal products)
Numerically controlled shearing machines for
working metal (including presses) (excluding
combined punching and shearing machines)
Numerically controlled punching or notching
machines for working metal (including
presses, combined punching and shearing
machines)
Non-numerically controlled shearing
machines for working metal (including
presses) (excluding combined punching and
shearing machines)
Non-numerically controlled punching or
notching machines for working metal
(including presses, combined punching and
shearing machines)
Numerically controlled forging or diestamping machines and hammers for working
metal (including presses)
Non-numerically controlled forging or diestamping machines and hammers for working
metal (including presses)
Presses for moulding metallic powders by
sintering or for compressing scrap metal into
bales
Other hydraulic presses, numerically
controlled, for working metal
Other non-hydraulic presses, numerically
controlled, for working metal
Other non-numerically controlled presses for
working metal
Draw-benches for bars, tubes, profiles, wire
or the like of metal, sintered metal carbides
or cermets
Thread rolling machines for working metal,
sintered metal carbides or cermets
Machines for working wire (excluding drawbenches, thread rolling machines)
Riveting machines, swaging machines and
spinning lathes for working metal, machines
for manufacturing flexible tubes of spiral
metal strip and electro-magnetic pulse metal
forming machines, and other machine tools
for working metal without removing metal
Sawing machines for working stone, ceramics,
concrete, asbestos-cement or like mineral
materials or for cold working glass
Grinding or polishing machines for working
stone, ceramics, concrete, asbestos-cement
or like mineral materials or for cold working
glass
Machine-tools for working stone, ceramics,
concrete, asbestos-cement or like mineral
materials or for cold working glass (excluding
sawing machines, grinding or polishing
machines)
Multi-purpose machines where the work
piece is manually transferred between
operations, for working wood, cork, bone,
hard rubber, hard plastics or similar hard
materials
Multi-purpose machines where the work

28413220
28413240

28413260

28413280

28413310
28413320
28413330
28413350
28413360
28413380
28413410
28413430
28413450
28413470

28491130
28491150

28491170

28491210

28491220
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piece is automatically transferred between
operations for working wood, cork, bone,
hard rubber, hard plastics or similar hard
materials
Band saws for working wood, cork, bone and
hard rubber, hard plastics or similar hard
materials
Circular saws for working wood, cork, bone,
hard rubber, hard plastics or similar hard
materials
Sawing machines for working wood, cork,
bone, hard rubber, hard plastics or similar
hard materials (excluding band saws, circular
saws)
Planing, milling or moulding (by cutting)
machines for working wood, cork, bone, hard
rubber, hard plastics or similar hard materials
Grinding, sanding or polishing machines for
working wood, cork, bone, hard rubber, hard
plastics or similar hard materials
Bending or assembling machines for working
wood, cork, bone, hard rubber, hard plastics
or similar hard materials
Drilling or morticing machines for working
wood, cork, bone, hard rubber, hard plastics
or similar hard materials
Splitting, slicing or paring machines for
working wood, cork, bone, hard rubber, hard
plastics or similar hard materials
Machine tools for working wood, cork, bone,
hard rubber, hard plastics or similar hard
materials, n.e.c.
Presses for the manufacture of particle board
or fibre building board of wood or other
ligneous materials, and other machines with
individual functions for treating wood or cork
Mills for rolling metal tubes; hot or
combination hot and cold metal-rolling mills
Cold metal-rolling mills
Machines for extruding, drawing, texturing or
cutting manmade textile materials; machines
for preparing textile fibres
Combined reel slitting and re-reeling cutting
machines for paper and paperboard
(excluding film cutting machines and
apparatus)
Slitting and cross cutting machines for paper
or paperboard (excluding film cutting
machines and apparatus, combined reel
slitting and re-reeling machines)
Guillotines for paper or paperboard
(excluding film cutting machines and
apparatus, combined reel slitting and rereeling machines, slitting and cross cutting
machines)
Other cutting machines for paper or
paperboard
Machines for making bags, sacks or envelopes
of paper or paperboard
Machines for making cartons, boxes, cases,
tubes, drums, or similar containers of paper
or paperboard (excluding machines for
moulding articles)

28491233
28491235
28491237

28491250
28491263
28491265
28491267
28491275
28491279
28491287

28911153
28911157
28941100
28951133

28951135

28951137

28951140
28951150
28951160
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Size reduction equipment for working rubber
or plastics
Cutting, splitting and peeling machines for
working rubber or plastics or for the
manufacture of products from these
materials

28961095
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ANNEX 2: TOP-DOWN ENERGY ANALYSIS – CALCULATION / ALLOCATION
The following figures explain the calculation and allocation of energy carriers to energy users.
Coal EU-27 (2007), in mtoe
Gross inland consumption 327 mtoe
Outputs: Ecoal=247, Hcoal= 80
Losses: Eloss=1, Hloss= 9

lignite 97

hard coal 230

3

32
48
coke-oven
48

1

4

145
pm

DH plants
4(1)

loss 1

1

3

briquetteplant 3(1)

loss 1

10(1) derived gas
loss 3

hard coal
final cons. 32

coke
35(3)

blast furnace=
derived gas 15 (1,3)
9

90

coke
final cons. 20(1,7)
1

19
iron&steel ind.
38(8)

loss 5

power stations
246(1)

other final
use 28(1)

1

2
briquettes
final cons. 2(1)

lignite
final cons. 3

2(1)
3

10
22

( )= partitioned losses

Fig. 1. Energy flow diagram Coal EU-27 (2007), in mtoe.(1 mtoe= 41,868 PJ (NCV) ).
All figures are rounded; small coke imports (coke 1,1) and exports (briquettes 0,4) not shown.
Source: VHK 2010 on basis of Eurostat energy balance 2007
Renewable energy EU-27 (2007), in mtoe
Gas EU-27 (2007), in mtoe
Gross inland consumption 433 mtoe
Gross inland consumption 433 mtoe
Outputs: Emisc=74, Hmisc= 63, Tmisc=8
Outputs: Egas=136, Hgas= 280; Tgas=1; Fgas=16
Losses: Eloss=5, Hloss= 2
Losses: Eloss=6, Hloss= 11; Tloss=0; Floss=1
renewables
145

Gas
433

loss
18

power stations
130(6)

feedstock
15(1)

gas final cons.
276(12)

DH plants
9

other final
use 260(11)

transport
1

loss 5

power stations
69(5)

biofuel transport 8

renew. available final
cons. 67

other final
use 57(2)

DH plants
4

loss 2

( )= partitioned losses

( )= partitioned losses
Fig. 2. Energy flow diagram Gas EU-27 (2007), in mtoe.(1 mtoe=
41,868 PJ (NCV) ).
All figures are rounded; statistical difference added to ‘other final
use’.
Source: VHK 2010 on basis of Eurostat energy balance 2007

Fig. 3. Energy flow diagram Renewable energy (143 mtoe) and ‘other
fuels’ (2 mtoe). EU-27 (2007), in mtoe.(1 mtoe= 41,868 PJ (NCV) ).
All figures are rounded; statistical differences cause ca. 2 mtoe
difference between energy available and used but here this was
assumed at ‘losses’ at the level of final use .
Source: VHK 2010 on basis of Eurostat energy balance 2007
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Oil EU-27 (2007), in mtoe
Gross inland consumption 652 mtoe
Outputs: Eoil=21, Hoil= 128; Toil=386; Foil=106
Losses: Eloss=1, Hloss= 8; Tloss=24; Floss=6

feedstock
import 23

crude oil
663
3

660

23

4
29

exchanges &
transfers

Refinery
712
petroleum products
640 (43)

crude final
cons. 3

power stations
21(1)

petr.products final
cons. 580(40)

loss
43

exports & bunkers
38 (2)

DH plants
1

97

3
feedstock
100(6)

other final
use 120(9)

transport
363(25)

( )= partitioned losses
Fig. 4. Energy flow diagram Oil EU-27 (2007), in mtoe.(1 mtoe= 41,868 PJ (NCV) ).
All figures are rounded; statistical difference (e.g. 3,6 for crude) not taken into account .
Source: VHK 2010 on basis of Eurostat energy balance 2007

Feedstock EU-27 (2007), in mtoe
Gross inland consumption 122 mtoe
Inputs: Foil=106, Fgas=16
Losses: Floss=7

oil
100(6)

Transport EU-27 (2007), in Mtoe
Gross inland consumption 409 mtoe
Inputs: Toil=388, Tmisc=23
Losses: Tloss=34

oil
363(25)

gas
15(1)

renew
8

biofuel 8

feedstock
115(7)
-

renew
2

chemical ind. 83
other 32

other final transport use
371(25)

( )= partitioned losses

Fig. 5. Energy flow diagram Feedstock , EU-27 (2007), in
mtoe.(1 Mtoe= 41,868 PJ (NCV) ).
All figures are rounded.
Source: VHK 2010 on basis of Eurostat energy balance
2007

-

diesel trains 3
road transp. 308
air transport 53
inland navigation 6

gas
3

nuclear 5

coal
5

electricity 15

el. trains
6(9)

( )= partitioned losses

Fig. 6. Energy flow diagram Transport , EU-27 (2007), in Mtoe.(1 mtoe=
41,868 PJ (NCV) ).
All figures are rounded.
Source: VHK 2010 on basis of Eurostat energy balance 2007
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Electricity EU-27 (2007), in Mtoe
Output: Electricity 239 Mtoe (2780 TWh)
Losses: 379 Mtoe

el. import
1
DH
19

renew
59

gas
271

derived
heat 88

coal 75

oil
22

oil
129

renew
74

generation & distr.
641

Heat fuel final use
555(86)

gas
136

34(6)
Heat loss
86

power plant, derived heat
34(48+6)

el. trains
6 (9)
Industry 232
- iron&steel 52
- non-ferro 4
- chemical 41
- glass 38
- ore extract 2
- food 20
- textile 4
- paper 27
- engineering 15
- other 29
Tertiary/public 79
Households 216
Agriculture 23
stat. difference 5

subtract from
input here and
add to transport:
- renew 2
- gas 3
- nuclear 5
- coal 5
el. final input
(excl. transport 15,
excl. derived heat 88):
- oil 20
- renew 64
- gas 117
- nuclear 206
- coal 211

( )= partitioned losses

nuclear
heat 241

coal
247

power plant
720
electricity 287(345)

electric. final
use 239 (379)

transform loss
E&H 393+9

el. distr. loss & own
cons. sector 43

Industry 99
- iron&steel 12
- non-ferro 7
- chemical 17
- glass 7
- ore extract 1
- food 10
- textile 3
- paper 12
- engineering 14
- other 16
Tertiary/public 67
Households 69
Agriculture 4

( )= partitioned losses

Fig. 7. Energy flow diagram Heating products EU-27 (2007),
in mtoe, 1 Mtoe=41,868 PJ (NCV)
All figures are rounded. Statistical difference contains reported Eurostat
difference (5 mtoe) .
Source: VHK 2010 on basis of Eurostat energy balance 2007

Fig. 8. Energy flow diagram Electricity and derived heat power , EU-27
(2007), in mtoe.(1 Mtoe= 41,868 PJ (NCV)= 11,63 TWh.
All figures are rounded. Efficiency el. generation and distribution 38,7%
(NCV). District heat (18 mtoe, of which 4 loss) already taken into
account elsewhere.
Source: VHK 2010 on basis of Eurostat energy balance 2007
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ANNEX 3: IED DIRECTIVE
Excerpt from IED Directive 2010/75/EU, ANNEX I:
Categories of activities referred to in Article 10
The threshold values given below generally refer to production capacities or outputs. Where several
activities falling under the same activity description containing a threshold are operated in the same
installation, the capacities of such activities are added together. For waste management activities,
this calculation shall apply at the level of activities 5.1, 5.3(a) and 5.3(b).
The Commission shall establish guidance on:
(a) the relationship between waste management activities described in this Annex and those
described in Annexes I and II to Directive 2008/98/EC; and
(b) the interpretation of the term "industrial scale" regarding the description of chemical industry
activities described in this Annex.
1. Energy industries
1.1. Combustion of fuels in installations with a total rated thermal input of 50 MW or more
1.2. Refining of mineral oil and gas
1.3. Production of coke
1.4. Gasification or liquefaction of:
(a) coal;
(b) other fuels in installations with a total rated thermal input of 20 MW or more.
2. Production and processing of metals
2.1. Metal ore (including sulphide ore) roasting or sintering
2.2. Production of pig iron or steel (primary or secondary fusion) including continuous casting, with a
capacity exceeding 2,5 tonnes per hour
2.3. Processing of ferrous metals:
(a) operation of hot-rolling mills with a capacity exceeding 20 tonnes of crude steel per hour;
(b) operation of smitheries with hammers the energy of which exceeds 50 kilojoule per
hammer, where the calorific power used exceeds 20 MW;
(c) application of protective fused metal coats with an input exceeding 2 tonnes of crude
steel per hour.
2.4. Operation of ferrous metal foundries with a production capacity exceeding 20 tonnes per day
2.5. Processing of non-ferrous metals:
(a) production of non-ferrous crude metals from ore, concentrates or secondary raw
materials by metallurgical, chemical or electrolytic processes;
(b) melting, including alloying, of non-ferrous metals, including recovered products and
operation of non-ferrous metal foundries, with a melting capacity exceeding 4 tonnes per
day for lead and cadmium or 20 tonnes per day for all other metals.
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2.6. Surface treatment of metals or plastic materials using an electrolytic or chemical process where
the volume of the treatment vats exceeds 30 m3
3. Mineral industry
3.1. Production of cement, lime and magnesium oxide:
(a) production of cement clinker in rotary kilns with a production capacity exceeding 500
tonnes per day or in other kilns with a production capacity exceeding 50 tonnes per day;
(b) production of lime in kilns with a production capacity exceeding 50 tonnes per day;
(c) production of magnesium oxide in kilns with a production capacity exceeding 50 tonnes
per day.
3.2. Production of asbestos or the manufacture of asbestos-based products
3.3. Manufacture of glass including glass fibre with a melting capacity exceeding 20 tonnes per day
3.4. Melting mineral substances including the production of mineral fibres with a melting capacity
exceeding 20 tonnes per day
3.5. Manufacture of ceramic products by firing, in particular roofing tiles, bricks, refractory bricks,
tiles, stoneware or porcelain with a production capacity exceeding 75 tonnes per day and/or with a
kiln capacity exceeding 4 m3 and with a setting density per kiln exceeding 300 kg/m3
4. Chemical industry
For the purpose of this section, production within the meaning of the categories of activities
contained in this section means the production on an industrial scale by chemical or biological
processing of substances or groups of substances listed in points 4.1 to 4.6
4.1. Production of organic chemicals, such as:
(a) simple hydrocarbons (linear or cyclic, saturated or unsaturated, aliphatic or aromatic);
(b) oxygen-containing hydrocarbons such as alcohols, aldehydes, ketones, carboxylic acids,
esters and mixtures of esters, acetates, ethers, peroxides and epoxy resins;
(c) sulphurous hydrocarbons;
(d) nitrogenous hydrocarbons such as amines, amides, nitrous compounds, nitro compounds
or nitrate compounds, nitriles, cyanates, isocyanates;
(e) phosphorus-containing hydrocarbons;
(f) halogenic hydrocarbons;
(g) organometallic compounds;
(h) plastic materials (polymers, synthetic fibres and cellulose-based fibres);
(i) synthetic rubbers;
(j) dyes and pigments;
(k) surface-active agents and surfactants.
4.2. Production of inorganic chemicals, such as:
(a) gases, such as ammonia, chlorine or hydrogen chloride, fluorine or hydrogen fluoride,
carbon oxides, sulphur compounds, nitrogen oxides, hydrogen, sulphur dioxide, carbonyl
chloride;
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(b) acids, such as chromic acid, hydrofluoric acid, phosphoric acid, nitric acid, hydrochloric
acid, sulphuric acid, oleum, sulphurous acids;
(c) bases, such as ammonium hydroxide, potassium hydroxide, sodium hydroxide;
(d) salts, such as ammonium chloride, potassium chlorate, potassium carbonate, sodium
carbonate, perborate, silver nitrate;
(e) non-metals, metal oxides or other inorganic compounds such as calcium carbide, silicon,
silicon carbide.
4.3. Production of phosphorous-, nitrogen- or potassium-based fertilisers (simple or compound
fertilisers)
4.4. Production of plant protection products or of biocides
4.5. Production of pharmaceutical products including intermediates
4.6. Production of explosives
5. Waste management
5.1. Disposal or recovery of hazardous waste with a capacity exceeding 10 tonnes per day involving
one or more of the following activities:
(a) biological treatment;
(b) physico-chemical treatment;
(c) blending or mixing prior to submission to any of the other activities listed in points 5.1 and
5.2;
(d) repackaging prior to submission to any of the other activities listed in points 5.1 and 5.2;
(e) solvent reclamation/regeneration;
(f) recycling/reclamation of inorganic materials other than metals or metal compounds;
(g) regeneration of acids or bases;
(h) recovery of components used for pollution abatement;
(i) recovery of components from catalysts;
(j) oil re-refining or other reuses of oil;
(k) surface impoundment.
5.2. Disposal or recovery of waste in waste incineration plants or in waste co-incineration plants:
(a) for non-hazardous waste with a capacity exceeding 3 tonnes per hour;
(b) for hazardous waste with a capacity exceeding 10 tonnes per day.
5.3
(a) Disposal of non-hazardous waste with a capacity exceeding 50 tonnes per day involving
one or more of the following activities, and excluding activities covered by Council Directive
91/271/EEC of 21 May 1991 concerning urban waste-water treatment [1]:
(i) biological treatment;
(ii) physico-chemical treatment;
(iii) pre-treatment of waste for incineration or co-incineration;
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(iv) treatment of slags and ashes;
(v) treatment in shredders of metal waste, including waste electrical and electronic
equipment and end-of-life vehicles and their components.
(b) Recovery, or a mix of recovery and disposal, of non-hazardous waste with a capacity
exceeding 75 tonnes per day involving one or more of the following activities, and excluding
activities covered by Directive 91/271/EEC:
(i) biological treatment;
(ii) pre-treatment of waste for incineration or co-incineration;
(iii) treatment of slags and ashes;
(iv) treatment in shredders of metal waste, including waste electrical and electronic
equipment and end-of-life vehicles and their components.
When the only waste treatment activity carried out is anaerobic digestion, the capacity
threshold for this activity shall be 100 tonnes per day.
5.4. Landfills, as defined in Article 2(g) of Council Directive 1999/31/EC of 26 April 1999 on the landfill
of waste [2], receiving more than 10 tonnes of waste per day or with a total capacity exceeding
25000 tonnes, excluding landfills of inert waste
5.5. Temporary storage of hazardous waste not covered under point 5.4 pending any of the activities
listed in points 5.1, 5.2, 5.4 and 5.6 with a total capacity exceeding 50 tonnes, excluding temporary
storage, pending collection, on the site where the waste is generated
5.6. Underground storage of hazardous waste with a total capacity exceeding 50 tonnes
6. Other activities
6.1. Production in industrial installations of:
(a) pulp from timber or other fibrous materials;
(b) paper or card board with a production capacity exceeding 20 tonnes per day;
(c) one or more of the following wood-based panels: oriented strand board, particleboard or
fibreboard with a production capacity exceeding 600 m3 per day.
6.2. Pre-treatment (operations such as washing, bleaching, mercerisation) or dyeing of textile fibres
or textiles where the treatment capacity exceeds 10 tonnes per day
6.3. Tanning of hides and skins where the treatment capacity exceeds 12 tonnes of finished products
per day
6.4.
(a) Operating slaughterhouses with a carcass production capacity greater than 50 tonnes per
day
(b) Treatment and processing, other than exclusively packaging, of the following raw
materials, whether previously processed or unprocessed, intended for the production of food
or feed from:
(i) only animal raw materials (other than exclusively milk) with a finished product
production capacity greater than 75 tonnes per day;
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(ii) only vegetable raw materials with a finished product production capacity greater
than 300 tonnes per day or 600 tonnes per day where the installation operates for a
period of no more than 90 consecutive days in any year;
(iii) animal and vegetable raw materials, both in combined and separate products,
with a finished product production capacity in tonnes per day greater than:
- 75 if A is equal to 10 or more; or,
- [300- (22,5 × A)] in any other case,
where "A" is the portion of animal material (in percent of weight) of the finished
product production capacity.
Packaging shall not be included in the final weight of the product.
This subsection shall not apply where the raw material is milk only.
Threshold (tonnes per day) / Animal material (% of finished product production capacity)
(c) Treatment and processing of milk only, the quantity of milk received being greater than
200 tonnes per day (average value on an annual basis).
6.5. Disposal or recycling of animal carcases or animal waste with a treatment capacity exceeding 10
tonnes per day
6.6. Intensive rearing of poultry or pigs:
(a) with more than 40000 places for poultry;
(b) with more than 2000 places for production pigs (over 30 kg), or
(c) with more than 750 places for sows.
6.7. Surface treatment of substances, objects or products using organic solvents, in particular for
dressing, printing, coating, degreasing, waterproofing, sizing, painting, cleaning or impregnating, with
an organic solvent consumption capacity of more than 150 kg per hour or more than 200 tonnes per
year
6.8. Production of carbon (hard-burnt coal) or electrographite by means of incineration or
graphitisation
6.9. Capture of CO2 streams from installations covered by this Directive for the purposes of
geological storage pursuant to Directive 2009/31/EC
6.10. Preservation of wood and wood products with chemicals with a production capacity exceeding
75 m3 per day other than exclusively treating against sapstain
6.11. Independently operated treatment of waste water not covered by Directive 91/271/EEC and
discharged by an installation covered by Chapter II
[1] OJ L 135, 30.5.1991, p. 40.
[2] OJ L 182, 16.7.1999, p. 1.
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ANNEX 4: OVERVIEW OF 1ST WORKING PLAN PRODUCT CATEGORIES AND PREPARATORY
STUDIES
1st Working Plan study grouping, based on Annex 13 of final report
1
Transformers
2
Measuring transformers
3
Automatic welding machines
4
Tool machines
5
Machines for personal care
6
Domestic food preparing equipment

Covered by study/policy ?
ENTR lot 2 - transformers

ENTR lot 5 - machine tools
ENER lot 22 - prof./domestic ovens
ENER lot 25 - non-tertiary coffee
ENER lot 23 - prof./domestic hobs/grills

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Domestic clothes care machines
Vending machines for beverages and food
Electromechanical hand tools
Power electronics products
Compressors
Weighing machines and equipment
Electric and fossil fuels heating equipment

14

Air conditioning and heat pumps

15

Refrigerating equipment

16
17

Lifting, moving and loading equipment
Food and drink production equipment

18
19
20
21
22

Industrial and laboratory furnaces and ovens
Electronic instruments for testing/measuring electrical magnitudes
Paper production equipment
Music instruments
Electric toys

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Electric clocks and watches
Electro diagnostic apparatus
Surgical, patient recovery and healing equipment
High energy diagnostic and healing equipment
Printing equipment
Sound and image processing equipment
Sound processing equipment (incl. radio)
Boilers
Generating sets using fossil fuels
Textile/clothes industry machines and equipment
Basic electronic unit parts
In-house networking, data processing/storage and providing
equipment
Network equipment for data and telecommunication
Aerials, antennas, radio navigation and radar equipment
Signalling and alarm equipment
Panels for controlling electric power
End equipment for data use (with net connection)
End equipment for data use (without net connection)
Water, steam, sand cleaning appliances
Packaging equipment
Lighting installations not yet covered
Mowers
Agricultural and farming machines and equipment
Building / public works equipment
Electric instruments for testing/measuring non electrical
magnitudes
Machines for treatment of stone, ceramics, concrete
Cashiers and ticketing machines
Plastics/rubber industry machines
Non-domestic dryers
Motor driven equipment for waste water, hot water and chemical

35
36
37
38
39a
39b
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

ENER lot 27 - UPS
ENER lot 31 - compressors
ENER lot 2 - water heaters
ENER lot 20 - room heating
ENER lot 21 - central air heating
part of ENTR lot 6 - large airco/vent.
part of ENER lot 1 - CH boilers
ENER lot 12 - commercial cold.
ENTR lot 1 - Refrigeration/freezing.
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ENER lot 22 - prof./domestic ovens
ENER lot 23 - prof./domestic hobs/grills
ENTR lot 4 – ind./lab. ovens/furnaces

‘game consoles’ in ENTR lot 3 - sound/vision
equipment
in VA medial imaging equipment
in VA medial imaging equipment
ENTR lot 3 - sound/vision equipment
(excluded from ENTR lot 3)

ENER lot 3 - PC's etc. ('normal' servers)

Lot 8/9 and Lot 19 on lighting products

ENER lot 28 - waste water pumps
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processes
Ventilation equipment for underground infrastructure / special
processes
Motors and motor-driven equipment for traction/transportation
Other motors and motor driven equipment
Water beds and swimming pools
Industrial equipment for special processes
Calendering, rolling machines, centrifuges and other special
machines
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ENER lot 29 - clean water pumps

ENER lot 30 - electric motors (- lot 11)
ENER lot 29 - water pumps
ENER lot 28 - waste water pumps
ENTR lot 29 - clean water pumps
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ANNEX 5: ASSESSMENT OF PRODCOM CATEGORIES
[supplied as separate downloadable - Excel file]
[end Task 1&2]
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